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Abstract. We study conditions that ensure uniqueness theorems of Cuntz–Krieger
type for relative Cuntz–Pimsner algebrasOpJ,Xq associated to a C˚-correspondence
X over a C˚-algebra A. We give general sufficient conditions phrased in terms of
a multivalued map pX acting on the spectrum pA of A. When XpJq is of Type I
we construct a directed graph dual to X and prove a uniqueness theorem using
this graph. When XpJq is liminal, we show that topological freeness of this graph
is equivalent to the uniqueness property for OpJ,Xq, as well as to an algebraic
condition which we call J-acyclicity of X.

As an application we improve the Fowler–Raeburn uniqueness theorem for the
Toeplitz algebra TX . We give new simplicity criteria for OX . We generalize and
enhance uniqueness results for relative quiver C˚-algebras of Muhly and Tomforde.
We also discuss applications to crossed products by endomorphisms.

1. Introduction

The condition, known as topological freeness, was probably first formulated in [47],
in the context of crossed products of Z-actions (see [2, pp. 225, 226] or [31] for more
history of this notion). It implies that any faithful covariant representation of the
system generates an isomorphic copy of the crossed product. A similar uniqueness
property for Cuntz– Krieger algebras was identified in [9]. Since then, uniqueness re-
sults concerning various generalizations of Cuntz–Krieger algebras are typically called
Cuntz–Krieger uniqueness theorems. This concerns, for instance, graph C˚-algebras
[52]; Exel–Laca algebras [13], Matsumoto algebras [41], [42], ultragraph algebras [56],
[20], C˚-algebras of labelled graphs [3], C˚-algebras of topological graphs [26], quiv-
ers C˚-algebras [45], Exel’s crossed products [15], [14], [7], [4], crossed products by
endomorphisms [37], [32], [33], and numerous semigroup generalizations of these con-
structions. Importantly, Katsura’s uniqueness theorem [26] unified the combinatorial
condition for graphs, called condition (L), and topological freeness for a homeomor-
phism.

Nowadays a standard model for all of the above mentioned constructions is a
Cuntz–Pimsner algebra, introduced by Pimsner [51] and further developed by Kat-
sura [25, 28]. A Cuntz–Pimsner algebra is a universal C˚-algebra OX associated to
a C˚-correspondence X over a C˚-algebra A. It is thus desirable to have uniqueness
theorems for general Cuntz-Pimsner algebras OX , and some partial results in this
direction have been obtained. For instance, when X is a Hilbert bimodule, then OX

coincides with the crossed product A¸X Z introduced in [1], and X induces a partial
homeomorphism pX on the spectrum pA. The second named author proved in [31] that
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topologically freeness of pX implies the uniqueness property for A ¸X Z. By [38] the
converse implication holds when A contains an essential ideal which is separable or
of Type I. The result of [31] was adapted in [39] to C˚-correspondences whose left
action is injective and by compacts. The authors of [39] introduced a multivalued
map pX dual to a regular C˚-correspondence X and proved a uniqueness theorem for
(the semigroup version of) OX under the condition they called topological aperiodicity.
This condition seems to be well-suited for Hilbert bimodules and C˚-correspondences
associated to transfer operators (cf. Example 9.14 below). However, already for C˚-
correspondences coming from graphs it is too strong as the multivalued map pX does
not capture multiplicities of edges. The original motivation behind the present paper
was the need of developing a theory that does not have this deficiency.

In the present article we consider general C˚-correspondences and prove uniqueness
theorems for relative Cuntz–Pimsner algebrasOpJ,Xq where J is an ideal contained in
Katsura’s ideal JX . These relative Cuntz–Pimsner algebras OpJ,Xq were introduced
by Muhly and Solel in [43]. They contain as extreme cases the Cuntz–Pimsner algebra
OX , for J “ JX , and the Toeplitz algebra TX , when J “ t0u. This allows us to cover
another line of uniqueness theorems inspired by Coburn’s theorem [8]. The latter
type of results, proved for various generalized Toeplitz algebras, play a fundamental
role in the theory of C˚-algebras associated to semigroups and semigroup actions [46],
[17], [18], [19], [35], [36]. An important contribution in this line of research is Fowler–
Raeburn’s version of the Coburn theorem [18, Theorem 2.1] proved for the Teoplitz
algebra TX . As the authors of [18] show the geometric condition they introduce is
necessary and sufficient for the uniqueness property of TX when the left action of A
on X is by generalized compacts. In general, it is only sufficient. Thus, for instance,
in order to deduce simplicity of the Cuntz algebra O8 one needs a stronger result. As
an upshot of our uniqueness theorem we get an improvement of the Fowler–Raeburn
theorem. Namely, we show that a representation of X generates a copy of the Toeplitz
algebra TX if and only if its ideal of covariance is t0u.

Our uniqueness theorem (Theorem 7.3) consists in fact of two statements. Firstly,
we extend the construction of dual multivalued maps from [39] to arbitrary C˚-corre-
spondences X. We show that a pair pX, Jq has the uniqueness property (Defini-
tion 6.1) whenever the dual multivalued map pX satisfies on pJ a weaker form of
the condition introduced in [39]. We call this condition weak topological aperiod-
icity (Definition 3.9). It works better than topological aperiodicity, for instance, with
C˚-correspondences coming from endomorphisms (cf. Example 9.21). It can be used
to characterise simplicity of OX when the left action is not injective (Proposition 9.4).
Moreover, when J “ t0u this condition is void and hence the pair pX, t0uq always has
the uniqueness property. This gives the aforementioned improvement of the Fowler–
Raeburn theorem (see Theorem 9.1).

Secondly, in order to get sharper results we adjust the construction of the dual
multivalued map. We take into account multiplicities of the corresponding subrep-
resentations and construct a directed graph EX “ p pA,E1

X , r, sq dual to X. This can
be done whenever the multiplicity theory is available, so for instance in the Type
I case. Moreover, in order to detect the uniqueness property it suffices to consider
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the restriction of X to the ideal K “ J ` XpJq where XpJq is the ideal generated
by xX, JXyA. Therefore we assume that XpJq is of Type I. Then K is of Type I
and we may consider the graph EKXK “ p pK,E1

KXK , r, sq dual to the restricted C˚-
correspondence KXK. It seems that in this generality Katsura’s condition needs a
slight strengthening. Therefore we introduce a notion of strong topological freeness
(Definition 3.3). If XpJq is liminal (so for instance, when it is commutative), then
strong topological freeness is equivalent to Katsura’s topological freeness (Proposi-
tion 7.2). We prove that if EKXK is strongly topologically free, then pX, Jq has the
uniqueness property (Theorem 7.3 (A2)).

We get the nicest results in the case when XpJq is liminal. Then we are able to
show that topological freeness is necessary for the uniqueness property for OpJ,Xq,
and in addition we characterise it using an algebraic condition that we call J-acyclicity
(Definition 8.1). This condition was identified in a purely algebraic setting in [6]. In
particular, by Theorem 8.3 we have:

Theorem 1.1. Let X be a C˚-correspondence over A and let J be an ideal in JX . If
the ideal XpJq is liminal then the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) for every injective representation pψ0, ψ1q of X whose ideal of covariance is J
the map ψ0 ¸J ψ1 : OpJ,Xq Ñ C˚pψ0pAq Y ψ1pAqq is an isomorphism;

(2) X is J-acyclic, i.e. there are no non-zero positively invariant ideals I in J
such that pIXqbn – I for some n ą 0;

(3) the corresponding dual graph is topologically free on pJ , i.e. the set of base
points of cycles that have no entrances and whose base points are contained in
pJ has empty interior.

Our results have strong potential for numerous applications, including description
of ideal lattice, cf. [29], [30], or pure infiniteness criteria for OpX, Jq, cf. [38]. A thor-
ough discussion of such applications is beyond the scope of the present paper. As an
illustration we discuss here simplicity criteria for OX (Subsection 9.2). We also gener-
alize and improve uniqueness results for relative quiver C˚-algebras (Subsection 9.3)
and crossed products by endomorphisms (Subsection 9.4).

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the terminology and
some well known facts that will be used along the paper. In Section 3 we discuss
and establish relationships between various non-triviality conditions for multivalued
maps and directed graphs. Section 4 presents the construction and properties of the
multivalued map dual to a C˚-correspondence X. In Section 5 we construct graphs
dual to C˚-correspondences and prove certain technical statements that we need in
the proof of our main result. In Section 6 we discuss some general characterizations
and criteria for the uniqueness property for the pair pX, Jq. Section 7 contains the
proof of our general uniqueness theorem. In Section 8 we introduce J-acyclicity of X
and examine necessity of this condition and topological freeness for the uniqueness
property. Finally, in Section 9 we discuss applications of our results to TX , simplicity
of OX , relative quiver C˚-algebras and crossed products by endomorphisms.
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2. Preliminaries

In this section, we fix terminology and recall some known facts, that we need in
the sequel. We stress that for actions γ : A ˆ B Ñ C such as multiplications, inner
products, etc., we use the notation: γpA,Bq “ spantγpa, bq : a P A, b P Bu.

2.1. Multivalued maps. We adopt the same conventions concerning multivalued
maps as in [39]. Thus a multivalued mapping from a set V to a setW is by definition a
mapping from V to 2W (the family of all subsets ofW ). We denote such a multivalued
mapping by f : V Ñ W . Also, we identify the usual (single-valued) mappings with
multivalued mappings taking values in singletons. We define the image of V 1 Ď V
under f by fpV 1q :“

Ť

xPV 1 fpxq. The range of f is fpV q. We say that f is surjective
if fpV q “ W . We define the preimage of W 1 Ď W to be the set f´1pW 1q :“ tv P V :
fpvq XW 1 ‰ Hu. In particular, we call f´1pW q “ tv P V : fpvq ‰ Hu the domain of
f . If V and W are topological spaces, we say that a multivalued map f : V Ñ W is
continuous if f´1pUq is open for every open subset U of W .

The composition of two multivalued maps f : V Ñ W and g : W Ñ Z is the
multivalued map g ˝ f : V Ñ Z given by pg ˝ fqpxq :“

Ť

yPfpxq gpyq. The class of sets
and multivalued maps with the above composition form a category (the composition
is associative and identity maps are identity morphisms). A multivalued map is
invertible in this category if and only if it is a bijective single valued map.

Given V 1 Ď V we define the restriction fV 1 : V 1 Ñ W of f : V Ñ W in the obvious
way. If W 1 Ď W we define W 1f : V Ñ W 1 by the formula W 1fpvq “ fpvq XW 1, v P V.
We also define W 1fV 1 : V 1 Ñ W 1 by W 1fV 1pvq :“ W 1fpvq, for v P V 1.

2.2. C˚-correspondences and Hilbert bimodules. We adopt standard notations
and definitions of objects related to Hilbert C˚-modules, cf. [40] and [53]. Thus given
right Hilbert modulesX and Y over a C˚-algebra A we denote by LpX, Y q the space of
adjointable operators from X to Y . Given x P X and y P Y we define Θy,x P LpX, Y q
by Θy,xpzq :“ yxx, zyA, for z P X. The elements of KpX, Y q :“ spantΘy,x : x P X, y P
Y u are called generalized compact operators. In particular, LpXq :“ LpX,Xq is a
C˚-algebra and KpXq :“ KpX,Xq is an essential ideal of LpXq.

If I is an ideal of A (which will always be closed and two-sided) then XI :“ txa :
x P X, a P Iu is both a Hilbert A-submodule of X and a Hilbert I-module [29,
Proposition 1.3]. In particular, we can treat KpXIq as an ideal of KpXq.

A representation of a Hilbert A-module X on a C˚-algebra C is a pair ψ “ pψ0, ψ1q

consisting of a ˚-homomorphism ψ0 : AÑ C and a linear map ψ : X Ñ C such that

ψ1pxqψ0paq “ ψ1px ¨ aq, ψ1pxq
˚ψ1pyq “ ψ0pxx, yyAq, a P A, x P X.
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If C “ BpHq, where H is a Hilbert space, we say that ψ is a representation on H.
Any representation ψ of X induces a representation ψp1q : KpXq Ñ C where

(1) ψp1qpΘx,yq “ ψ1pxqψ1pyq
˚ for all x, y P X.

Given C˚-algebras A and B, a C˚-correspondence from A to B, written X : AÑ B,
is a right HilbertB-moduleX together with a ˚-homomorphism φX : AÑ LpXq called
left action of A on X. We will write a ¨ x :“ φXpaqpxq for a P A and x P X. In case
that A “ B we say that X is a C˚-correspondence over A.

Let A and B be C˚-algebras. A Hilbert A-B-bimodule M is both a right Hilbert
B-module and a left Hilbert A-module such that the respective A- and B-valued inner
products, Ax¨, ¨y and x¨, ¨yB satisfy Axx, yyz “ xxy, zyB, for every x, y, z P M . Then
M is a C˚-correspondence from A to B, cf. [25, Section 3.3], [30, Proposition 1.11].
An equivalence A-B-bimodule is a Hilbert A-B-bimodule which is full on the left and
right, that is AxM,My “ A and xM,MyB “ B. If such a bimodule exists we say that
A and B are Morita(-Rieffel) equivalent. We write A „M B when we want to indicate
that M is an equivalence A-B-bimodule. Given an A-B-bimodule M , we denote by
M˚ the B-A-bimodule obtained from M by exchanging the roles of left and right
actions (M and M˚ are anti-isomorphic as linear spaces).

Given C˚-algebras A, B, C, and C˚-correspondences X : A Ñ B and Y : B Ñ C,
we define a C˚-correspondence X bB Y : A Ñ C in the following way. Let X d Y
denote the quotient of the algebraic tensor product of X and Y by the subspace
generated by xb b y ´ x b pb ¨ yq for x P X, y P Y and b P B. There is a C-valued
inner product on X d Y determined by the formula

xx1 b y1, x2 b y2yC :“ xy1, φY pxx1, x2yBqy2yC ,

for x1, x2 P X and y1, y2 P Y . The (inner) tensor product of X and Y , denoted
by X bB Y , is the completion of X d Y with respect to the norm coming from the
C-valued inner product defined above. Then X bB Y is a C˚-correspondence from A
to C with left action given by φXbBY :“ φX b 1Y where 1Y is the identity map on Y .
In order to lighten the notation, we will often write X b Y instead of X bB Y .

If M is an equivalence A-B-bimodule then we have C˚-correspondence isomor-
phisms mA : M bB M

˚ Ñ A and mB : M˚ bA M Ñ B given by x˚ b y ÞÑ xx, yyB
and xby˚ ÞÑ Axx, yy, where we treat A and B as trivial C˚-correspondences with the
structure inherited from C˚-algebraic operations.

The correspondences X and Y over A and B respectively are Morita equivalent,
see [44, Definition 2.1], if there is an equivalence A-B-bimodule M and an A-B-
correspondence isomorphism W from M bB Y onto X bA M . This is equivalent to
saying that there is an equivalence A-B-bimodule M such that we have a correspon-
dence isomorphism M bB bY bB M

˚ – X. If this holds we write X „M Y .

2.3. Cuntz–Pimsner algebras. Let us fix a C˚-correspondenceX over a C˚-algebra
A. For each n “ 0, 1, 2, . . . we denote by Xbn the C˚-correspondence given by the
n-fold tensor product X b ¨ ¨ ¨ b X (Xb0 :“ A). Relative Cuntz–Pimsner algebras
[43], could be viewed as crossed products associated to the product system tXbnunPN
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or as C˚-algebras associated to the ideal tKpXbn, Xbmqun,mPN in a right tensor C˚-
precategory tLpXbn, Xbmqun,mPN, see [30]. We define them in terms of universal
representations [16].

Definition 2.1. A representation of a C˚-correspondence X over a C˚-algebra A is a
representation ψ “ pψ0, ψ1q of the Hilbert A-module such that ψ1pa ¨xq “ ψ0paqψ1pxq,
a P A, x P X. The C˚-algebra generated by ψ0pAq Y ψ1pXq is denoted by C˚pψq.

Let ψ “ pψ0, ψ1q be a representation of a C˚-correspondence X on a C˚-algebra B.
Then ψ1 is automatically contractive map. If ψ0 is injective, then ψ1 is isometric and
we say that ψ is injective. For each n ą 0 there is a unique representation pψ0, ψnq of
Xbn where

ψnpx1 b x2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b xnq :“ ψ1px1qψ1px2q . . . ψ1pxnq

for all x1, ..., xn P X. Thus we also have a representation ψpnq : KpXbnq Ñ B of the
C˚-algebra KpXbnq, cf. (1). If ψ is injective, then ψpnq is also injective. If ψ is a
representation on a Hilbert space H, then the above maps ψpnq extend uniquely to
representations ψpnq : LpXbnq Ñ BpHq such that ψpnqpT q|pψnpXbnqHqK ” 0. In the
sequel we will need the following:

Lemma 2.2 (Lemma 2.5 in [18]). Suppose X is a C˚-correspondence over a C˚-
algebra A and that ψ “ pψ0, ψ1q is a representation of X on a Hilbert space H. For
each n ą 0, let Kn :“ ψpnqpKpXbnqq and let Pn be the orthogonal projection of H onto
KnH “ ψnpX

bnqH. Then P1 ě P2 ě ..., Pn P pKnq
1, and for x P Xbk and k ě 0 we

have

(2) ψkpxqPn “ Pn`kψkpxq.

One associates to X the following two ideals in A:
JpXq :“ φ´1

X pKpXqq and JX :“ JpXq X pkerφXq
K.

Their significance is indicated in the following lemma.

Lemma 2.3. Let X and Y be two C˚-correspondences over A.
(i) If T P KpY JpXqq, then T b 1X P KpY bXq.
(ii) If T P KpY pkerφXq

Kq, then }T } “ }T b 1X}.

Proof. See for instance [40, Proposition 4.7] and [30, Lemma 1.9 i)]. �

Definition 2.4. Let X be a C˚-correspondence over a C˚-algebra A and let J be an
ideal in JpXq. We say that a representation ψ of X is J-covariant if

J Ď Iψ :“ ta P JpXq : ψ0paq “ ψp1qpφXpaqqu.

We call Iψ the ideal of covariance for ψ (it is an ideal in JpXq). We denote by
j “ pjA, jXq the universal J-covariant representation of X, and we call the C˚-algebra
OpJ,Xq :“ C˚pjA, jXq the relative Cuntz–Pimsner algebra determined by J . In par-
ticular, if ψ is a J-covariant representation of X the maps

jApaq ÞÝÑ ψ0paq, jXpxq ÞÝÑ ψ1pxq, a P A, x P X

define an epimorphism ψ ¸J X : OpJ,Xq Ñ C˚pψq. The (unrelative) Cuntz–Pimsner
is OX :“ OpJX , Xq.
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Remark 2.5. The universal representation pjA, jXq is injective if and only if J Ď JX ,
see [43, Proposition 2.21] and [28, Proposition 3.3], or [30, Corollary 4.15]. Moreover,
by passing to a quotient C˚-correspondence one may reduce the general case to the
case when J Ď JX , see [37] or [30, Theorem 6.23].

The C˚-algebraOpJ,Xq is equipped with the gauge circle action γ : TÑ AutpOpJ,Xqq
determined by γzpjApaqq “ jApaq and γzpjXpxqq “ zjXpxq, for a P A, x P X and z P T.
We say that an ideal in OpJ,Xq is gauge invariant if it is invariant with respect to
this action.

We recall that an image and preimage of an ideal I in A with respect to the C˚-
correspondence X are defined as follows:

XpIq :“ xX,φXpIqXyA “ spantxx, a ¨ yyA : a P I, x, y P Xu,

X´1
pIq :“ ta P A : xx, a ¨ yyA P I for all x, y P Xu.

Both XpIq and X´1pIq are ideals in A, cf. [29]. If XpIq Ď I, then the ideal I is said
to be positively X-invariant, [29, Definition 4.8].

Given a positively X-invariant ideal I of A, the quotient space X{XI is naturally
equipped with the structure of a C˚-correspondence over A{I. For any positively
X-invariant ideal I we put

JpIq :“ ta P A : φX{XIpa` Iq P KpX{XIq , aX´1
pIq Ď Iu.

A T -pair of X is a pair pI, I 1q of ideals I, I 1 of A such that I is positively X-invariant
and I Ď I 1 Ď JpIq [29, Definition 5.6]. Given an ideal J of JX we have a bijective
correspondence between the gauge invariant ideals of the relative Cuntz–Pimsner
algebra OpJ,Xq and the T -pairs pI, I 1q of X satisfying J Ď I 1, see [29, Proposition
11.9].

2.4. Induced and irreducible representations. Let A be a C˚-algebra. If π is
a representation of A we will usually denote the underlying Hilbert space by Hπ, so
that we have π : A Ñ BpHπq. Given a representation π of A we denote by rπs the
class of representations of A that are unitary equivalent to π. We denote by IrrpAq
the class of all non-zero irreducible representations of A. The spectrum of A is the
set pA of unitary equivalence classes of representations from IrrpAq, equipped with the
standard Jacobson topology.

Let B Ď A be a sub-C˚-algebra of A, and let π and ρ be representations of B and A,
respectively. Then ρ is an extension of π, denoted by π ď ρ, if Hπ is a subspace of Hρ,
and πpbqh “ ρpbqh for every b P B and h P Hπ. Given a representation π of B there
exists a (not necessarily unique) representation ρ of A with π ď ρ (see for example
[10, Proposition 2.10.2]). Moreover, if π is irreducible, then ρ can be chosen to be
irreducible. If I is an ideal of A, then the map rπs Ñ rπ|Is defines a homeomorphism
between trπs : π P IrrpAq, πpIq ‰ 0u and pI (see for example [10, Proposition 3.2.1]).
We will use this map to identify pI with the open subset trπs : π P IrrpAq, πpIq ‰ 0u

of pA.
Let X be a right Hilbert A-module and let π : AÑ BpHπq be a representation. We

may view X as a C˚-correspondence from LpXq to A, and Hπ as a C˚-correspondence
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from A to C. The corresponding tensor product, which we denote by X bπ Hπ is a
C˚-correspondence from LpXq to C. In other words, X bπ Hπ is a Hilbert space and
we have the representation
X -Indpπq : LpXq Ñ BpX bπ Hπq where X -Indpπqpaqpxbπ hq “ paxq bπ h ,

for every a P LpXq and x bπ h P X bπ Hπ. This defines the inducing functor
X -Ind “ X -Ind

LpXq
A , cf. [53]. Since X is an equivalence KpXq-xX,Xy-bimodule [53,

Proposition 3.8], the map rπs ÞÑ rX -Indpπqs restricts to a homeomorphism rX -Inds

from {xX,Xy onto {KpXq (see for example [53, Corollary 3.33]). Since we identify
{xX,XyA and {KpXq with open subsets of pA and {LpXq respectively, we may view this
map as a partial homeomorphism from pA to {LpXq.

Definition 2.6. Let X be a right Hilbert A-module. The map dual to X is the partial
homeomorphism rX -Inds : pAÑ{LpXq constructed above.

Let X˚ be the Hilbert KpXq-module adjoint to X (see for example [53, page
49]). Then X˚ is naturally an equivalence xX,XyA-KpXq-bimodule, defining a partial
homeomorphism rX˚ -Inds : {LpXq Ñ pA with domain {KpXq and range {xX,XyA, such
that the restriction

{KpXqrX
˚ -Inds

{xX,XyA
is the inverse of

{xX,XyA
rX -Inds

{KpXq (cf. [53,
Theorem 3.29]. We therefore often write rX -Inds´1 for rX˚ -Inds.

Lemma 2.7. Suppose that ψ “ pψ0, ψ1q is a representation of a C˚-correspondence
X over A on a Hilbert space H. Let π ď ψ0 be a representation of A. The map
ψ1pxqh ÞÑ xbπ h extends to a unitary U : ψ1pXqHπ Ñ X bπ Hπ such that

ψp1qpT q|ψ1pXqHπ “ U˚pX -IndpπqpT qqU, T P LpXq.

In particular, LpXq Q T Ñ ψp1qpT q|ψ1pXqHπ , is a representation which is equivalent to
X -Indpπq.

Proof. This is straightforward, see for instance [31, Lemma 1.3] or [39, Lemma 4.10].
�

3. Non-triviality conditions for multivalued maps and directed
graphs.

The aim of the present section is to clarify relationships between various nontrivial-
ity conditions for multivalued maps and graphs. The notion of topological aperiodicity
was introduced in the context of semigroups of multivalued maps in [39, Definition
5.3]. We recall the corresponding condition for a single multivalued map, see [39,
Proposition 5.5.iii)].

Definition 3.1. We say that a multivalued map f : V Ñ V defined on a topological
space is topologically aperiodic if for every n ą 0 the set tv P V : v P fnpvqu has empty
interior in V (here fn stands for n-times composition of the multivalued map f).

Multivalued maps can be viewed as directed graphs without multiple edges. More
specifically, by a graph from V to W we mean a triple E “ pE1, s, rq where E1 is
a set, whose elements are called edges, and s : E1 Ñ V and r : E1 Ñ W are
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maps, indicating a source and a range of an edge. Sets spE1q and rpE1q are called,
respectively, the domain and the range of the graph E. We define a multiplicity of
a pair of vertices pw, vq P W ˆ V to be the cardinality mE

w,v of the set te P E1 :

rpeq “ w, speq “ vu “ r´1pwq X s´1pvq. We say that E “ pE1, s, rq has no multiple
edges if every pw, vq P W ˆ V has multiplicity at most one. We say that two graphs
E “ pE1, r, sq and F “ pF 1, r1, s1q from V toW are equivalent, written E „ F , if there
is a bijection Φ : E1 Ñ F 1 such that s1 ˝ Φ “ s and r1 ˝ Φ “ r. Clearly, two graphs
are equivalent if and only if the corresponding multiplicities coincide: mE

w,v “ mF
w,v

for all pw, vq P W ˆ V . In other words, up to equivalence, a directed graph is given
by a matrix tmv,wuvPV,wPW of cardinal numbers. Obviously, given any such matrix
M “ tmv,wuvPV,wPW there is a graph EM “ pE1, r, sq whose multiplicities coincide
with M .

Now, if f : V Ñ W is a multivalued map then we may associate to it a directed
graph Ef :“ ptpw, vq P W ˆ V : w P fpvqu, r, sq where rpw, vq :“ w and spw, vq :“ v.
Clearly, Ef has no multiple edges and fpvq “ rps´1pvqq. Conversely, for every directed
graph E “ pE1, r, sq from V to W the formula fEpvq :“ rps´1pvqq, v P V , defines a
multivalued map fE : V Ñ W . We have E „ EfE if and only if E has no multiple
edges.

In case V “ W , we will usually write E0 “ V “ W and E “ pE0, E1, s, rq, and
call E a self-graph, a directed graph, or a graph with vertex set E0. In this case, for
n “ 2, 3, ..., we define the space En of paths with length n by

En :“ tpen, . . . , e2, e1q P E
1
ˆ ...E1

ˆ E1 : rpekq “ spek`1q for all 0 ă k ă nu.

Then pE0, En, rn, snq where rnpen, . . . , e2, e1q :“ rpenq and snpen, . . . , e2, e1q :“ spe1q,
is a directed graph. We define the space E8 of infinite paths and the map r8 :
E8 Ñ E0 in an obvious way. Let e “ pen, . . . , e2, e1q P E

n be a finite path. We
call the vertices spe1q and rpekq, k “ 1, ..., n, the base points of e. We say, after [26,
Definition 5.5], that the path e non-returning if ek ‰ e1 for every k “ 2, ..., n. A
path e “ pen, . . . , e2, e1q P E

n is a cycle if rpenq “ spe1q. If e “ pen, . . . , e1q is a cycle,
we say that e has no entrances if r´1prpekqq “ teku for every k “ 1, . . . , n. For any
subsets V,W Ď E0 we define the restricted graph WEV to be the graph from V to W
with the set of edges WE

1
V :“ te P E1 : speq P V and rpeq P W u “ s´1pV q X r´1pW q,

and source and range maps being s|V and r|W . The following definition is an obvious
generalization of [26, Definition 5.4], cf. [27, Proposition 6.12].

Definition 3.2. Let E “ pE0, E1, r, sq be a directed graph whose set of vertices E0

is a topological space. We say that E is topologically free if for every n ą 0 the set of
base points of cycles of length n which have no entrances has empty interior. More
generally, let U be an open subset of E0. We say that E is topologically free on U if
for every n ą 0 the set of base points of cycles in pUEUqn which have no entrances in
the initial graph E has empty interior.

In the proof of uniqueness theorem we will use a slightly stronger version of the
above condition. We say that the set V has a past in the restricted graph UEU if
r´npV q Ď pUEUq

n for every n ě 0.
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Definition 3.3. Let E “ pE0, E1, r, sq be a directed graph where E0 is a topological
space. Let U be an open subset of E0. We say that E is strongly topologically free
on U if for every non-empty open set V Ď r8pE8q that has a past in UEU , and for
every n ą 0 there is a non-returning path e P r´mpV q with m ě n. We say that E is
strongly topologically free if it is strongly topologically free on U “ E0.

Example 3.4. Consider a multivalued map f : V Ñ V where V “ tv0, v1u is equipped
with the topology τ “ tH, V, tv0uu, and fpv1q “ V and fpv0q “ H. The corresponding
graph Ef is topologically free because tv1u has empty interior, but E is not strongly
topologically free because every path of length n ą 2 that ends in tv0u is returning.

Fortunately, the two notions of topological freeness coincide for continuous graphs:

Definition 3.5. We say that a graph E is continuous if the set of vertices E0 is a
topological space and the associated multivalued map r˝s´1 : E0 Ñ E0 is continuous,
that is for every open set V Ď E0 the set E´1pV q :“ spr´1pV qq is open in E0.

Note that if E is continuous then for every n ą 0 the graph pE0, En, rn, snq is
continuous. Topological graphs considered by Katsura [26] and the graphs underlying
topological quivers [45] are continuous.

Lemma 3.6. Let E “ pE0, E1, r, sq be a directed graph such that E0 is a topological
space. Let U be an open subset of E0. Consider the following conditions:

(i) E is strongly topologically free on U ;
(ii) E is topologically free on U .

Then (i)ñ(ii). If UEU is continuous1, then (i)ô(ii).

Proof. (i)ñ(ii). Suppose E is not topologically free on U . Then there are n ą 0 and a
non-empty open set V consisting of base points of cycles in pUEUq

n without entrances
in E. Clearly, V Ď r8pE8q has a past in UEU and every e P r´mpV q with m ě n` 1
is returning.

(ii)ñ(i). Assume, for contradiction, that there are n ą 0 and a non-empty open set
V Ď r8pE8q such that every path in E that ends in V is a path in UEU , and every
path e P r´mpV q with m ě n is returning (necessarily in UEU). By the proof of [26,
Lemma 5.9] we get that for every pen, . . . , e1q P r

´npV q, there is k0 with 2 ď k0 ď n
such that pek0 , . . . , e1q is a cycle without entrances in UEU (and hence also necessarily
in E). Thus, using continuity of UEU , we see that snpr´npV qq is a non-empty open
set that consists of base points of cycles in UEU , of length pn´ 1q!, without entrances
in E. �

Both version of topological freeness of E on U depend only on the restriction of E
to the union of U with E´1pUq “ spr´1pUqq:

Lemma 3.7. Let E “ pE0, E1, r, sq be a directed graph where E0 is a topological
space. Let U Ď E0 be an open set. The graph E is (strongly) topologically free on U
if and only if its restriction to U Y E´1pUq is (strongly) topologically free on U .

1In fact it suffices to assume that UEU is “quasi-continuous” in the sense that for every open
V Ď U , if UE

´1
U pV q “ spr´1pV qq is non-empty, then it has a non-empty interior.
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Proof. For topological freeness it suffices to note that a cycle in pUEUqn has an entrance
in E if and only if it has an entrance in UYE´1pUqEUYE´1pUq. For strong topological
freeness note that a set V Ď U has the past in UEU treated as a restriction of E if
and only if it has the past in UEU treated as the restriction of UYE´1pUqEUYE´1pUq. �

Now we explain the relationship between topological freeness for graphs and topo-
logical aperiodicity for multivalued maps. In addition we will introduce yet another
condition for multivalued maps which will also be useful.

Lemma 3.8. Let E “ pE0, E1, r, sq be a directed graph such that E0 is a topological
space. Let U be an open subset of E0. Consider the following conditions:

(i) the restricted multivalued map Upr ˝ s
´1qU is topologically aperiodic;

(ii) for every non-empty open set V Ď r8ppUEUq
8q and every n ą 0 there is v P V

such that for every path pen, ..., e1q P r
´npvq X pUEUq

n we have v “ rpenq ‰
spekq for every k “ 1, ..., n;

(iii) for every non-empty open set V Ď r8pE8q that has the past in UEU , and
every n ą 0 there is a path pen, ..., e1q P r

´npV q such that rpenq ‰ spekq for
every k “ 1, ..., n;

(iv) E is topologically free on U .

Then (i)ô(ii)ñ(iii)ñ(iv). If r : UE
1
Ñ U is injective, then (iv)ñ(i). If s : UE

1
U Ñ

U is injective, then (iv)ñ(iii).

Proof. (ii)ñ(i). Assume that Upr˝s´1qU is not topologically aperiodic. Then there are
a non-empty open set V Ď U and n ą 0 such that every v P V is a starting point of a
cycle ev in UEU of length not greater than n. This implies that V Ď r8ppUEUq

8q and
for each v P V we may extend the cycle ev to a path of the form eve P r

´npvqXpUEUq
n.

Since rpevq “ spevq “ v, we see that (ii) fails.
(i)ñ(ii). Assume that (ii) fails. Let V Ď r8ppUEUq

8q be a non-empty open set and
let n ą 0 be such that for every v P V there exists a path pen, ..., e1q P r

´npvqXpUEUq
n

with v “ rpenq “ spekq for some k “ 1, ..., n. This implies that every point in V is a
starting point of cycle in pUEUq

n!. Hence (i) fails.
(ii)ñ(iii). This obvious.
(iii)ñ(iv). Assume that E is not topologically free. Let n ą 0 and let V Ď

r8pE8q be a non-empty open set that has a past in UEU and every path e P r´mpV q
with m ě n is returning. By the proof of [26, Lemma 5.9] we get that for every
pen, . . . , e1q P r

´npV q, there is k0 with 2 ď k0 ď n such that pek0 , . . . , e1q is a cycle
without entrances in UEU (and hence also necessarily in E). This implies that for
every pen`1, . . . , e1q P r

´pn`1qpV q we have rpen`1q ‰ spekq for some k “ 1, ..., n.
Let V be a non-empty open set consisting of base points of cycles in pUEUqn without

entrances in E. Then V Ď r8pE8q has a past in UEU and for every path pen, ..., e1q P

r´npV q we have rpenq “ spe1q.
(iv)ñ(i). Suppose that r : UE

1
Ñ U is injective. Then every cycle in E that ends

in U has no entrances. Thus E is topologically free on U if and only if for every n ą 0
the set of base points of cycles in pUEUq

n has empty interior. The latter is clearly
equivalent to topological aperiodicity of Upr ˝ s´1qU . This shows (iv)ñ(i).
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(iv)ñ(iii). Suppose that s : UE
1
U Ñ U is injective and assume that (iii) does not

hold. Let V Ď r8pE8q be a non-empty open set which has a past in UEU , and let
n ą 0 be such that for every path pen, ..., e1q P r

´npV q we have rpenq “ spekq for some
k “ 1, ..., n. Thus V consists of base points of cycles (of period n!). We claim that
these cycles have no entrances. Indeed, let v P V and let k “ 1, ..., n be the smallest
number for which there is a cycle µv :“ pen, ..., ekq in E with v “ rpenq “ spekq (then µv
is necessarily a cycle in UEU). Assume on the contrary that pen, ..., ekq has an entrance,
that is for some k1 “ 1, ..., k, there is e1k1 ‰ ek1 in r´1prpek1qq. By our assumption the
path pen, ..., ek´1, e

1
k1q can be extended to a cycle µ1v :“ pen, ..., ek´1, e

1
k1 , e

1
k1`1, ..., e

1
lq

in UEU , l1 ď n. However, since s : UE
1
U Ñ U is injective, every path in UEU

is determined by its length and starting point. We see that either µv “ µ1v or µ1v
is a concatenation of a number of cycles µv. In both cases we get e1k1 “ ek1 , a
contradiction. �

Definition 3.9. Let f : W Ñ W be a multivalued map on a topological space W .
Let U be an open subset of W . We say that f is weakly topologically aperiodic on U
if the graph Ef associated to f satisfies condition (iii) in Lemma 3.8. We say that f
is topologically aperiodic on U if UfU : U Ñ U is topologically aperiodic.

The following example illustrates the relationships between weak topological ape-
riodicity, topological aperiodicity, and topological freeness.

Example 3.10. Let ϕ : ∆ Ñ V be an ordinary map defined on a subset ∆ Ď V of
a topological space V . Treating ϕ´1 as a multivalued map the corresponding graph
Eϕ´1 is given by putting E1

ϕ´1 :“ tpx, yq : x P ϕ´1pyqu, rpx, yq :“ x and spx, yq :“ y.
Note that r : E1

ϕ´1 Ñ ∆ is injective. In view of Lemma 3.8, for any open U Ď V , we
get

ϕ is topologically aperiodic on U ðñ ϕ´1 is topologically aperiodic on U
ðñ the graph Eϕ´1 is topologically free on U.

Treating ϕ as a multivalued map the associated graph Eϕ is given by putting E1
ϕ :“

tpϕpxq, xq : x P ∆u, rpy, xq :“ y and spy, xq :“ x. Note that the source map s
is injective. Recall after [32, Definition 4.8], see also [33, Definition 2.37], that ϕ
is topologically free outside a set Y Ď V if the set of periodic points whose orbits
do not intersect Y and have no entrances have empty interior (a periodic orbit O “

tx, ϕpxq, ..., ϕn´1pxqu of a periodic point x “ ϕnpxq has an entrance if there is y P ∆zO
such that ϕpyq P O). In view of Lemma 3.8, for any open U Ď V , we get

ϕ is weakly topologically aperiodic on U ðñ the graph Eϕ is topologically free on U
ðñ ϕ is topologically free outside V zU.

Let us restrict to the case where V “ tv0, v1u is a discrete space. If ∆ “ V and
ϕpV q “ v1, then ϕ is weakly topologically aperiodic but is not topologically aperiodic
on V . If f : V Ñ V is a multivalued map such that fpv1q “ V and fpv0q “ tv1u,
then f is not weakly topologically aperiodic on V but the corresponding graph Ef is
topologically free.
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4. Multivalued maps dual to C˚-correspondences

Let α : AÑ B be a ˚-homomorphism between two C˚-algebras A and B. Following
[39, Definition 4.1] we define the multivalued map pα : pB Ñ pA dual to α by the formula

pαprρsq :“ trπs P pA : π ď ρ ˝ αu, rρs P pB.

Lemma 4.1 (Proposition 4.2 in [39]). Let pα : pB Ñ pA be the multivalued map dual to
a ˚-homomorphism α : AÑ B. Then

pαp pBq “ pAzzkerα and pα´1
p pAq Ď {BαpAqB.

In particular, pα is onto pA if and only if α is injective. Moreover, if B is liminal, then
pα´1p pAq “ {BαpAqB and pα is continuous.

The following definition is a generalization of [39, Definition 4.4], originally formu-
lated for regular C˚-correspondences.

Definition 4.2. Let A and B be C˚-algebras, and let X : A Ñ B be a C˚-
correspondence from A to B with left action φX : A Ñ LpXq. We define the
multivalued map pX : pB Ñ pA dual to X as the composition of multivalued maps
xφX ˝ rX -Inds, cf. Definition 2.6.

It follows from the definition that the multivalued map pX is given by the formula
pXprρsq :“ trπs P pA : π ď X -Indpρq ˝ φXu, rρs P pB.

Lemma 4.3. Let A and B be C˚-algebras. Let X : A Ñ B be a C˚-correspondence,
and let pX : pB Ñ pA be the associated dual multivalued map. Given an ideal I in A
and an ideal J in B, the following statements hold:

(i) IX is a C˚-correspondence from I to B whose dual multivalued map coincides
with the restriction

pI
pX.

(ii) XJ is a C˚-correspondence from A to J whose dual multivalued map coincides
with the restriction pX

pJ .
(iii) IXJ is a C˚-correspondence from I to J whose multivalued map coincides

with the restriction
pI
pX

pJ .

Proof. (i). Let ρ P IrrpBq and π P IrrpAq be such that π ď X -Indpρq ˝ φX . If
πpIq ‰ 0, then by the irreducibility of πpIq, we have Hπ “ φXpIqHπ Ď IX bρ Hρ.
Thus, rπs P xIXprρsq if and only if rπs P

pI
pXprρsq.

(ii). Let π P IrrpAq and ρ P IrrpJq be such that π ď X -Indpρq ˝ φX . Then
X bρ Hρ “ X bρ ρpJqHπ “ XJ bρ Hρ, which gives the assertion.

(iii). It follows from (i) and (ii). �

For the sake of simplicity, in the remainder of this section we only consider C˚-
correspondences over A (though the following facts could be easily extended to C˚-
correspondences from A to B).

The following lemma is a generalization of [39, Proposition 4.5].

Lemma 4.4. Let X be a C˚-correspondence over A and let pX : pA Ñ pA be the
multivalued map dual to X.
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(i) We have zJpXqz{kerφX Ď pXp pAq Ď pAz{kerφX . In particular, the range of pX

contains xJX .
(ii) For any ideal J in A we have pX´1p pJq Ď zXpJq. Moreover, if XpJq is liminal

and J Ď JpXq, then pX´1p pJq “ zXpJq.

Proof. (i). By Lemma 4.1, the range of xφX is pAz{kerφX , and hence the range of
pX “ xφX ˝ rX -Inds is contained in pAz{kerφX too. Now let π P IrrpJpXqq such that
πpkerφXq “ 0, that is rπs P zJpXqz{kerφX . By [10, Proposition 3.2.1], π factors
to an irreducible representation π̃ P IrrpJpXq{ kerφXq, and since φX factors to an
isomorphism φ̃X : JpXq{ kerφX Ñ φXpJpXqq Ď KpXq, we get that π̃ ˝ φ̃X

´1
is

an irreducible representation of φXpJpXqq. Extending π̃ ˝ φ̃X
´1

to an irreducible
representation π̄ of KpXq, so that π̃˝ φ̃X

´1
ď π̄, and applying φ̃X , we have π̃ ď π̄˝ φ̃X .

But then π ď π̄ ˝ φX . Thus, if we define ρ :“ X˚ -Indpπ̄q we get rπs P pXprρsq. Hence
rπs P pXp pAq.

(ii). Let π, ρ P IrrpAq with π ď X -Indpρq ˝ φX , that is rπs P pXprρsq, and suppose
that rπs P pJ . So πpJq ‰ 0. This implies that 0 ‰ πpJqHπ Ď φXpJqX bρ Hρ, and
hence 0 ‰ xφXpJqX bρ Hρ, φXpJqX bρ Hρy “ xHρ, ρpxφXpJqX,φXpJqXyAqHρy “

xHρ, ρpXpJqqHρy . Therefore, ρpXpJqq ‰ 0, and this shows that rρs P zXpJq.
Now assume that XpJq is liminal and J Ď JpXq. Let ρ P IrrpAq be such that

ρpXpJqq ‰ 0, that is rρs P zXpJq. Note that JX establishes Morita equivalence
between KpJXq and XpJq “ xJX, JXyA. Hence KpJXq is liminal, cf. [22], and
therefore JX -IndpρqpKpJXqq “ KpJX bρHρq. The inclusion φXpJq Ď KpXq implies
that in fact φXpJq Ď KpJXq. Since X -IndpρqpKpJXqq|JXbρHρ “ JX -IndpρqpKpJXqq
and X -Indpρq ˝ φXpJq vanishes on the orthogonal complement of JX bρ Hρ, we see
that X -Indpρq˝φXpJq consists of compact operators. Accordingly, by [10, 5.4.13], the
representation X -Indpρq ˝ φX contains an irreducible subrepresentation π of A with
πpJq ‰ 0, that is rπs P pJ . Thus, rπs P pXprρsq, and hence rρs P pX´1p pJq, as desired. �

Remark 4.5. In general, the range of pX is not equal to zJpXqz{kerφX . Consider
for instance an infinite dimensional space H as a C˚-correspondence over C. Then
zJpXq “ H ‰ r1Cs “ rp pX1q.

Corollary 4.6. Let X be a C˚-correspondence over A and let J be an ideal in JX .
Consider the multivalued map pY dual to the C˚-correspondence Y :“ JXJ over the
C˚-algebra J . If XpJq is liminal, then pY is continuous.

Proof. Let I be an ideal in J . Since XpIq Ď XpJq is liminal, we have pX´1ppIq “ zXpIq

by Lemma 4.4(ii). Hence in view of Lemma 4.3 we get pY ´1ppIq “ pX´1ppIq X pJ “
zXpIq X pJ “ zY pIq. �

Corollary 4.7. Let X be a C˚-correspondence over A and let J be an ideal of A. If J
is positively X-invariant, then pJ is negatively invariant with respect to pX. If XpJq is
liminal and J Ď JpXq, then J is a positively X-invariant if and only if pJ is negatively
pX-invariant.
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Proof. If J is a positively invariant ideal of A, then zXpJq Ď pJ . Hence pX´1pJq Ď
zXpJq Ď pJ by Lemma 4.4(ii). If we assume that XpJq is liminal, J Ď JpXq and pJ

is negatively invariant with respect to pX, then by Lemma 4.4(ii) we have zXpJq “
pX´1p pJq Ď pJ . Therefore, XpJq is contained in J . �

The following proposition is a generalization of [39, Proposition 4.6].

Proposition 4.8. Let X and Y be two C˚-correspondences over a C˚-algebra A, and
let b1X : LpY q Ñ LpY b Xq be the ˚-homomorphism defined by T Ñ T b 1X for
T P LpY q. Then the following diagram of multivalued maps commute:

(3) pA
rpYbXq -Inds

//

pX
��

{LpY bXq

zb1X
��

pA
rY -Inds

// zLpY q

.

Moreover, if J is an ideal of JX then pX´1p {xY J, Y JyAq Ď
{xY J bX, Y J bXyA, and

the diagram (3) restricts to the following commutative diagram:

(4) {xY bX, Y bXyA
rpYbXq -Inds

//

pX
��

{KpY bXq

zb1X
��

{xY J, Y JyA
rY -Inds

// {KpY Jq

,

where the vertical multivalued maps are surjective, and the horizontal arrows are
homeomorphisms.

Proof. First we describe the multivalued maps E :“ rY -Inds ˝ pX and F :“ zb1X ˝

rpY bXq -Inds acting from pA to (subsets of) zLpY q. For each ρ P IrrpAq we have

Eprρsq “ trY -Indpπqs : π P IrrpAq, π ď X -Indpρq ˝ φX and πpxY, Y yAq ‰ 0u,

and
F prρsq “ trσs : σ P IrrpLpY qq, σ ď pY bXq -Indpρq ˝ 1Xu.

We need to show that Eprρsq “ F prρsq. To this end, let rY -Indpπqs P Eprρsq. Then

Y -Indpπq ď Y -IndpX -Indpρq ˝ φXq.

It is straightforward to check that Y -IndpX -Indpρq ˝ φXq “ pY b Xq -Indpρq ˝ 1X
as representation of LpY q. Thus, Y -Indpπq ď pY b Xq -Indpρq ˝ 1X , and hence
rY -Indpπqs P F prρsq.

Conversely, let rσs P F prρsq. Since σ ď pY b Xq -Indpρq ˝ pb1Xq, we see that Hσ

is a closed subspace of Y b X b Hρ such that pT b 1X b 1HρqpHσq Ď Hσ for every
T P LpY q. Since KpY q Ď LpY q acts transitively on Y , it follows that

Hπ : “ th P X bHρ : y b h P Hσ for some y P Y u
“ th P X bHρ : y b h P Hσ for all y P Y u
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is a closed subspace of X b Hρ such that Y b Hπ “ Hσ and φXpxY, Y yAqHπ “ Hπ.
Define π : A Ñ BpHπq by πpaqh “ X -IndpρqpφXpaqqh. Then π is a representation
of A and π ď X -Indpρq ˝ φX . Let T P LpY q, y P Y , and h P Hπ. Since σ ď
pY bXq -Indpρq ˝ pb1Xq and Hπ Ď X bHρ, we have

Y -IndpπqpT qpy b hq “ Ty b h “ σpT qpy b hq.

Because Y bHπ “ Hσ, this shows that Y -Indpπq “ σ. Since Y -Indpπq “ σ, Y -Indpπq
is irreducible. Since Y is a KpY q ´ xY, Y yA-imprimitivity bimodule, π is irreducible
on xY, Y yA. So π is irreducible. Hence rσs “ rY -Indpπqs P Eprρsq. Thus the diagram
(3) commutes.

Now, let J be an ideal in JX . The map b1X : KpY Jq Ñ KpY b Xq is injective

by Lemma 2.3(ii). Hence the dual multivalued map {KpY bXq
zb1X
Ñ {KpY Jq is sur-

jective, by Lemma 4.1. Since pJ Ď xJX Ď zJpXqz{kerφX , it follows from Lemma 4.4
(i) that the multivalued map pX : pAÝÑ pJ is surjective. According to Lemma 4.4 (ii)
the domain of pX : pA ÝÑ {xY J, Y JyA is contained in the spectrum of XpY pJqq “
xX,φXpxY J, Y JyAqXyA “ xY J b X, Y J b XyA. Since xY J, Y JyA Ď J , the sur-
jective multivalued map pX : pAÝÑ pJ restricts to a surjective multivalued map pX :

{xY bX, Y bXyA ÝÑ
{xY J, Y JyA. Since {xY bX, Y bXyA

rpYbXq -Inds
ÝÑ {KpY bXq and

{xY J, Y JyA
rY -Inds
ÝÑ {KpY Jq are homeomorphisms, we see that (3) restricts to the com-

mutative diagram (4), with arrows having the desired properties. �

5. Dual graphs to C˚-correspondences

Let X be a C˚-correspondence from A to B. We will now adjust the construction
of the dual multivalued map pX, by counting the multiplicities of the corresponding
subrepresentations. In order to do that we will assume that A is of Type I, as for
such C˚-algebras a convenient multiplicity theory is available.

We will construct the graph EX dual X by specifying its multiplicities on the set
of vertices pA. Thus EX will be determined only up to equivalence. Let ρ P IrrpAq.
Consider the representation σ : A Ñ BpHσq where σ :“ X -Indpρq ˝ φX and Hσ :“
X bρHρ. Since A is of type I, cf. e.g. [10, Proposition 5.4.9], there is a unique, up to
permutation, family of mutually orthogonal projections tEjujPJ Ď BpHσq such that

a) projections Ej belong to the center of σpAq1 and sum up to identity on Hσ;
b) the subrepresentations σj of σ corresponding to the Ej are mutually disjoint;
c) σj is of multiplicity mj;
d) the cardinals mj’s are mutually distinct.

Now, let rπs P pA. If there are no subrepresentation of σ equivalent to π, we put
mX
rπs,rρs :“ 0. If there is an irreducible subrepresentation π1 – π of σ, then there is

a unique j P J such that π1 ď σj. Since σj has multiplicity mj, it follows, cf. [10,
Proposition 5.4.7], that there are mj mutually orthogonal representations πi such that
rπis “ rπs, ‘iπi ď σ and there are no subrepresentations of σ a p‘iπiq equivalent to
π. In this case we put mX

rπs,rρs :“ mj. Note that the above description of cardinals
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mX
rπs,rρs does not depend on the choice of a representative of rρs, and thus they are

well defined.

Definition 5.1. Let X be a C˚-correspondence over a C˚-algebra A of Type I to
a C˚-algebra B. By a graph dual to X we mean a graph EX from pB to pA with
multiplicities tmX

rπs,rρsurπsP pA,rρsP pB defined as above.

Remark 5.2. If EX “ pE1
X , r, sq is a graph dual to a C˚-correspondence X from A to

B, then the associated multivalued map coincides with the multivalued map dual to
X from pB to pA. That is, we have pXprπsq “ rps´1prπsqq for every rπs P pB. Moreover,
given ideals I in A and J in B, similarly as in Lemma 4.3, we see that the graph
dual to the restricted C˚-correspondence IXJ from I to J can be identified with the
restriction of EX to the graph from pJ to pI, i.e. EIXJ “ pIpEXq pJ .

In the discussion preceding Definition 5.1 the cardinals mX
rπs,rρs are uniquely deter-

mined by the equivalence classes rπs and rρs. However, the decomposition ‘iπi of a
subrepresentation of σ into themX

rπs,rρs-number of copies of π is not unique even for the
fixed representatives. In order to have a control over the choice of the corresponding
decompositions we will use the map Q in the following proposition. This map takes
values in the von Neumann enveloping C˚-algebra KpXq2 of KpXq.
Lemma 5.3. Let X be a C˚-correspondence over a C˚-algebra A. If J is an ideal in
JX such that XpJq is of Type I (resp. liminal), then J is of Type I (resp. liminal).

Proof. Since JX is an KpJXq-XpJq-equivalence bimodule, we get that KpJXq is of
Type I (resp. liminal). Thus J is of Type I (resp. liminal) because φX : J Ñ

KpJXq is an injective homomorphism and being of Type I (resp. liminal) passes to
subalgebras. �

Proposition 5.4. Let X be a C˚-correspondence over a C˚-algebra A. Let J be an
ideal in JX . Suppose that XpJq is of Type I, so that the graph EY “ p pJ,E1, r, sq dual to
Y :“ JXJ is well defined by Lemma 5.3. There is a map Q : E1

Y Ñ KpXq2 such that
for any ρ P IrrpAq with ρpJq ‰ 0, the family tX -Indpρq2pQequePs´1prρsq Ď BpX bρ Hρq

consists of mutually orthogonal projections and

(5) X bρ Hρ “ H0 ‘
à

ePs´1prρsq

X -Indpρq2pQeqpX bρ Hρq

where the space X -Indpρq2pQeqpXbρHρq, for e P s´1prρsq, is irreducible for X -Indpρq˝
φXpJq and the equivalence class of the corresponding representation of J is rrpeqs, and
H0 does not contain non-zero irreducible subspace for X -Indpρq ˝ φXpJq.

Proof. Let ρ P IrrpAq with ρpJq ‰ 0. Note that XbρHρ “ Xbρ ρpJqHρ “ XJbρHρ,
and hence JX bρ Hρ “ Y bρ Hρ. As JX is an KpJXq-XpJq-equivalence bimodule it
follows that X -IndpρqpKpJXqq acts on JX bρ Hρ “ Y bρ Hρ in an irreducible way.
In particular, Y bρ Hρ is non-zero if and only if ρpXpJqq ‰ 0. If ρpXpJqq “ 0, then
rρs is a source in EY , i.e. s´1prρsq “ H, and we get (5) by interpreting the empty
sum as zero.

Assume then that ρpXpJqq ‰ 0. The algebra KpJXq is of Type I because XpJq is of
Type I. HenceX -IndpρqpKpJXqq Ě KpYbρHρq. This implies thatX -Indpρq2pKpJXq2q “
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BpY bρ Hρq. Since φXpJq Ď KpJXq we conclude that X -Indpρq ˝ φXpJq acts as zero
on the orthogonal complement of Y bρHρ and σ :“ X -Indpρq˝φX |J : J Ñ BpY bρHρq

is a non-degenerate representation. Decomposing σ into irreducible parts we get a
family of mutually orthogonal projections tPeuePs´1prρsq Ď σpJq1 Ď BpY bρ Hρq such
that σ compressed to PepY bρHρq is an irreducible representation whose equivalence
class is rpeq P pJ . Moreover, the orthogonal complement H0 of ‘ePs´1prρsqPepY bρ Hρq

in X bρ Hρ has no irreducible subrepresentations for X -Indpρq ˝ φXpJq.
For e P s´1prρsq we may find a positive element Qe P KpJXq2s Ď KpXq2 such

that X -Indpρq2pQeq “ Pe. In this way we get operators satisfying (5). In particular,
if ρ1 – ρ with the equivalence given by a unitary U , then X -Indpρq – X -Indpρ1q
with the equivalence given by the unitary X -IndpUq : X bρ Hρ Ñ X bρ1 Hρ1 where
x b ξ ÞÑ x b Uξ for x P X and ξ P Hρ. Thus we get a similar decomposition to (5)
with ρ replaced by ρ1. In other words, the map s´1prρsq Q e ÞÑ Qe P KpXq2 is well
defined. Gluing together the maps corresponding to each rρs P pJ Ď pA we get the
desired map defined on E1

Y “
Ů

rρsP pJ s
´1prρsq. �

We recall, see [55], that if X is a Hilbert A-B-bimodule, then its Banach space
bidual X2 is a Hilbert W ˚-module over the enveloping von Neumann algebras A2,
B2. In particular, the bidual of a Hilbert A-module X is a HilbertW ˚-bimodule from
KpXq2 to A2. Moreover, every representation pψ0, ψ1q of the Hilbert A-module X on
a Hilbert space H extends to a weakly continuous representation pψ20, ψ21q of X2 on
H and the associated representation of KpXq2 coincides with the weakly continuous
extension ψp1q2 of the representation ψp1q of KpXq.

Property (iv) in the following lemma will be crucial in the proof of our uniqueness
theorem.

Lemma 5.5. Retain the assumption of Proposition 5.4 and let Q : E1
Y Ñ KpXq2

be the map defined there (Y :“ JXJ). Let ψ “ pψ0, ψ1q be a representation of the
C˚-correspondence X on a Hilbert space H and let ψ2 “ pψ20, ψ21q be the corresponding
representation of the dual Hilbert module X2 over A2.

(i) If π ď ψ0 is an irreducible subrepresentation of A with πpJq ‰ 0 (rπs P pJ), then
the operators tψp1q2pQequePs´1prπsq restricted to the space ψ1pXqHπ are mutually
orthogonal projections. Moreover,

ψ1pXqHπ “ K ‘
à

ePs´1prπsq

ψ21pQeXqHπ

where for each e P s´1prπsq the space ψ21pQeXqHπ “ ψp1q2pQeqψ1pXqHπ is
irreducible for ψ0pAq where the corresponding representation of A is equivalent
to rrpeqs P pJ , and K does not contain any non-zero irreducible subspaces for
ψ0pAq.

(ii) If, for i “ 1, 2, we have πi ď ψ0 with rπis P pJ then ψ21pQeXqHπ1 K ψ21pQfXqHπ2

for every e P s´1prπ1sq, f P s
´1prπ2sq with e ‰ f .
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(iii) For every n ą 0 and π ď ψ0 with rπs P pJ we have

ψnpX
bn
qHπ “

à

pen,...,e1qPs´nprπsq

ψ21pQenXq...ψ
2
1pQe1XqHπ ‘

n´1
à

i“0

ψipX
bi
qKn

i

where Kn
i is a ψ0pAq-invariant subspace which has no non-zero irreducible

subspaces for ψ0pJq.
(iv) Suppose that π ď ψ0 with rπs P pJ and pen, ..., e1q P s

´nprπsq is a non-returning
path, i.e. ek ‰ e1 for k “ 2, ..., n. For every k “ 1, ..., n´ 1 we have

ψkpX
bk
qψ21pQenXq...ψ

2
1pQe1XqHπ K ψ21pQenXq...ψ

2
1pQe1XqHπ.

Proof. (i). By Lemma 2.7 we have a unitary U : ψ1pXqH Ñ X bψ0 H where
ψ1pxqh ÞÑ xbψ0 h. It intertwines the representations ψp1q : LpXq Ñ Bpψ1pXqHq and
X -Indpψ0q : LpXq Ñ BpX bψ0 Hq. Hence it also intertwines the corresponding ex-
tended representations ψp1q2 andX -Indpψ0q

2 of LpXq2. Moreover, identifyingXbπHπ

with a subspace of X bψ0 H we have Upψ1pXqHπq “ X bπ Hπ and therefore U also
intertwines ψp1q2 : KpXq2 Ñ Bpψ1pXqHπq and X -Indpψ0q

2 : KpXq2 Ñ BpX bψ0 Hπq.
Hence the assertion follows from Proposition 5.4.

(ii). Let Pπi be the projection onto Hπi , i “ 1, 2. Projections Pπ1 , Pπ2 belong to
the commutant of ψ0pAq and therefore also of ψ20pA2q. Hence

pψ21pQeXqPπ1q
˚
pψ21pQfXqPπ2q “ ψ20pxQeX,QfXyA2qPπ1Pπ2 .

If rπ1s ‰ rπ2s, then Pπ1Pπ2 “ 0 and in view of above ψ21pQeXqHπ1 K ψ21pQfXqHπ2 . If
rπ1s “ rπ2s and e ‰ f , then ψp1q2pQeqψ

p1q2pQf qψ1pXqHπ2 “ 0 by part (i). Accordingly
ψ21pQeXqHπ1 K ψ21pQfXqHπ2 .

(iii). The proof is by induction on n. For n “ 1 the assertion follows from (i). If
the assertion holds for a certain n ě 1, then it also holds for n` 1. Indeed, it suffices
to note that if H1 and H2 are orthogonal and ψ0pAq-invariant subspaces of H, then
so are the spaces ψ1pXqH1 and ψ1pXqH2. The latter follows because

xψ1pXqH1, ψ1pXqH2y “ xH1, ψ0pxX,XyAqH2y “ 0.

(iv). Let k “ 1, ..., n´1. By part (iii) we see that ψkpXbkqψ21pQenXq...ψ
2
1pQe1XqHπ

is equal to the following direct sum

à

pen`k,...,e1qPs´pn`kqprπsq

ψ21pQen`kXq...ψ
2
1pQe1XqHπ ‘

k´1
à

i“0

ψipX
bi
qKk

i

where Kk
i is a ψ0pAq-invariant subspace which has no non-zero irreducible subspaces

for ψ0pJq, i “ 0, 1, ..., k´1. Note that Kk
i is orthogonal to ψ21pQen´iXq...ψ

2
1pQe1XqHπ

because the latter is irreducible for ψ0pAq. This implies that ψ21pQenXq...ψ
2
1pQe1XqHπ

is orthogonal to each space ψipXbiqKk
i because

xψipX
bi
qKk

i , ψ
2
1pQenXq...ψ

2
1pQe1XqHπy “ xK

k
i , ψ

2
1pQen´iXq...ψ

2
1pQe1XqHπy “ 0.

Thus it suffices to show that

@pen`k,...,en`1qPs´kprrpenqsq ψ21pQen`kXq...ψ
2
1pQe1XqHπ K ψ21pQenXq...ψ

2
1pQe1XqHπ.
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However, if assume that this is not true, then by part (ii) there exists pen`k, ..., en`1q P

s´kprrpenqsq such that pen`k, ..., ek`1q “ pen, ..., e1q. This contradicts that ek`1 ‰

e1. �

6. The uniqueness property

Let X be a C˚-correspondence over A, let J be an ideal in JX and let pψ0, ψ1q be
a J-covariant representation of X. It is well known, cf. for instance [29, Corollary
11.7], [30, Theorem 9.1] or [24], that if the epimorphism ψ0¸J ψ1 : OpJ,Xq Ñ C˚pψq
is injective, then necessarily ψ0 is injective and

(6) J “ ta P A : ψ0paq P ψ
p1q
pKpXqqu.

In fact, ψ0 is injective and satisfies (6) if and only if the representation ψ0 ¸J ψ1 is
faithful on the core subalgebra spantjpnqpT q : T P KpXbnq, n P Nu Ď OpJ,Xq, cf. [30,
Theorem 7.3] or the proof in [24]. Moreover, since we consider the case where J Ď JX
condition (6) is equivalent to

(7) J “ ta P JpXq : ψ0paq “ ψp1qpφXpaqqu,

see [30, Theorem 9.1 (i)]. We note that if J “ t0u, then (6) implies injectivity of ψ0.
If J “ JX then (7) is automatically satisfied by any injective covariant representation
pψ0, ψ1q, cf. [28, Proposition 3.3]. We are interested in the case when these necessary
algebraic conditions are also sufficient.

Definition 6.1. LetX be a C˚-correspondence over A and let J be an ideal in JX . We
say that the pair pX, Jq has the uniqueness property if for any injective representation
pψ0, ψ1q of X satisfying (7) the map ψ0 ¸J ψ1 : OpJ,Xq Ñ C˚pψq is an isomorphism.

In this section we gather certain general facts concerning the above property. We
start with some useful characterizations (which are known to experts).

Lemma 6.2. Let X be a C˚-correspondence over A and let J be an ideal in JX . The
following conditions are equivalent:

(i) The pair pX, Jq has the uniqueness property.
(ii) For every injective representation ψ “ pψ0, ψ1q of X satisfying (7) there is

a circle action γ : T Ñ AutpC˚pψqq determined by γzpψ0paqq “ ψ0paq and
γzpψ1pxqq “ zψ1pxq, for a P A, x P X and z P T.

(iii) For every injective representation ψ “ pψ0, ψ1q of X satisfying (7) there is a
linear map Eψ : C˚pψq Ñ spantψpnqpT q : T P KpXbnq, n P Nu such that

Eψpψnpxqψmpyq
˚
q “

#

ψnpxqψnpyq
˚, n “ m,

0, n ‰ m.

(Then Eψ is necessarily a conditional expectation).
(iv) The C˚-subalgebra jApAq ` jp1qpKpXqq of OpJ,Xq detects ideals in OpJ,Xq,

that is, every non-zero ideal K of OpJ,Xq has non-zero intersection with
jApAq ` j

p1qpKpXqq.
(v) Every non-zero ideal in OpJ,Xq contains a non-zero gauge-invariant ideal.
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Proof. Equivalence (i)ô(ii) holds by [29, Corollary 11.7], see also [30, Theorem 9.1] or
[24]. The implication (ii)ñ(iii) is straightforward, as the formula Eψpbq “

ş

T γzpbq dz,
b P C˚pψq, gives the desired conditional expectation. To see that (iii) implies (i), note
that for Eψ as in (iii) and E the corresponding conditional expectation on OpJ,Xq
we have Eψ ˝ pψ0 ¸J ψ1q “ pψ0 ¸J ψ1q ˝ E. Thus if a P kerpψ0 ¸J ψ1q, then pψ0 ¸J
ψ1qpEpa

˚aqq “ 0. But since pψ0¸J ψ1q is injective on the range of E, we get Epa˚aq “
0. However, E is well known to be faithful. Thus a “ 0. Therefore ψ0 ¸J ψ1 is an
isomorphism. In particular Eψ is a conditional expectation. We have proved that
(i)ô(ii)ô(iii).

If K is an ideal in OpJ,Xq such that K X pjApAq ` jp1qpKpXqqq “ t0u, then com-
posing pjA, jXq with the quotient map OpJ,Xq Ñ OpJ,Xq{K we get an injective
representation pψ0, ψ1q of X satisfying (7). Moreover, every injective representation
pψ0, ψ1q of X satisfying (7) arises in this way and we have K “ kerpψ0 ¸J ψ1q. This
immediately gives (i)ô(iv).

It follows from the description of gauge-invariant ideals in OpJ,Xq, see [29, Propo-
sition 11.9], cf. also [33, Theorem A.4], that gauge-invariant ideals are exactly those
ideals in OpJ,Xq which are generated by their intersection with jApAq ` jp1qpKpXqq.
In particular, every ideal in OpJ,Xq which intersects non-trivially jApAq`jp1qpKpXqq
contains a non-zero gauge-invariant ideal. This readily gives (iii)ô(iv). �

Given two Morita equivalent C˚-correspondences X and Y with the equivalence
given by an A-B bimodule M , it is proved in [11, Proposition 4.2] that the Rieffel
correspondence A Ź J ÞÝÑ MpJq :“ xM,JMyB Ÿ B restricts to an order bijection
between the ideals of JX and JY . Moreover, the corresponding relative Cuntz–Pimsner
algebras OpJ,Xq and OpMpJq, Y q are Morita equivalent, see [11, Theorem 4.4]. An
inspection of the proof shows that this Morita equivalence sends gauge invariant ideals
of OpJ,Xq to gauge invariant ideals of OpMpJq, Y q. Thus modulo Lemma 6.2 we get
that uniqueness property is preserved under Morita equivalence. Namely, we have:

Proposition 6.3. Let X and Y be two C˚-correspondences over A and B respectively,
and let J be an ideal of JX . Suppose that X and Y are Morita equivalent via an
equivalence A-B-bimodule M . Then the pair pX, Jq has the uniqueness property if
and only if pY,MpJqq has the uniqueness property.

Recall that given a positively X-invariant ideal I in A the space IX is naturally
a C˚-correspondence over I. The uniqueness property is preserved under restrictions
to positively invariant ideals:

Proposition 6.4. Let X be a C˚-correspondence over a C˚-algebra A, and let J be an
ideal of JX . If pJ,Xq has the uniqueness property, then pIXJ, IXq has the uniqueness
property for every positively X-invariant ideal I in A.

Proof. Suppose that there is a positivelyX-invariant ideal I such that pJXI, IXq does
not have the uniqueness property. Equivalently (see Lemma 6.2), there is a non-zero
ideal L in OpJXI, IXq which does not contain any non-zero gauge-invariant ideal. By
the proof of [33, Theorem A.4], see also the proof of [29, Proposition 9.3], we may iden-
tify OpJXI, IXq with the C˚-subalgebra of OpJ,Xq generated by jApIq and jXpIXq,
and then OpJ X I, IXq “ jApIqOpJ,XqjApIq is the hereditary subalgebra of OpJ,Xq
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generated by jApIq. Thus OpJXI, IXq and the ideal OpJ,XqjApIqOpJ,Xq, generated
by jApIq, are Morita equivalent. Moreover, the equivalence bimodule jApIqOpJ,Xq
respects the gauge actions in the C˚-algebras OpJ X I, IXq “ jApIqOpJ,XqjApIq and
OpJ,XqjApIqOpJ,Xq (they are gauge-invariant subalgebras of OpJ,Xq). Thus we
have a lattice isomorphism K ÞÑ K XOpJ,XqjApIqOpJ,Xq from the set of ideals in
OpJXI, IXq to that of OpJ,XqjApIqOpJ,Xq, which restricts to a lattice isomorphism
between the gauge-invariant ideals. Hence, if K is an ideal in OpJ,XqjApIqOpJ,Xq
corresponding to the ideal L in OpJ X I, IXq, then K is a non-zero ideal in OpJ,Xq
and does not contain a non-zero gauge-invariant ideal. Accordingly, pJ,Xq does not
have the uniqueness property by Lemma 6.2. �

7. The uniqueness theorem

The aim of this section is to give sufficient conditions for a uniqueness property
of the relations defining the relative Cuntz–Pimsner algebra OpJ,Xq. In view of
Lemma 3.7, to define (strong) topological freeness of a graph E on a given set U , it
suffices to consider the restriction of E to the set U Y E´1pUq. This motivates the
following definition.

Definition 7.1. Let X be a C˚-correspondence over a C˚-algebra A, and let J be
an ideal of JX . Suppose that XpJq is of Type I, so that the ideal K :“ J `XpJq is
of Type I, by Lemma 5.3, and hence the dual graph EKXK to the C˚-correspondence
KXK over K is well defined. We say that X is topologically free on J if EKXK is
topologically free on pJ Ď pK. Similarly, we say that X is strongly topologically free on
J if EKXK is strongly topologically free on pJ .

Proposition 7.2. If XpJq is liminal, then X is strongly topologically free on J if and
only if X is topologically free on J .

Proof. Combine Lemma 3.6 and Corollary 4.6. �

Theorem 7.3 (Uniqueness theorem). Let X be a C˚-correspondence over a C˚-
algebra A and let J be an ideal in JX . Suppose that either

A1) the dual multivalued map pX is weakly topologically aperiodic on pJ , or
A2) XpJq is of Type I and X is strongly topologically free on J .

Then the pair pX, Jq has the uniqueness property.

The proof of Theorem 7.3 is given at the end of this section. For the proof, we need
a couple of lemmas and a proposition.

We fix a C˚-correspondence X over a C˚-algebra A, an ideal J of JX and an
injective representation ψ “ pψ0, ψ1q of X satisfying (7). We start with the analysis
of representations of certain subalgebras of C˚pψq. For each n P N we define the
following C˚-subalgebras of C˚pψq:

Kn :“ ψpnqpKpXbn
qq, KJ

n :“ ψpnqpKpXbnJqq, Fn :“
n
ÿ

i“0

Ki, F8 :“
8
ÿ

i“0

Ki.

We call F8 the core subalgebra of C˚pψq. The following lemma is well-known to
experts, cf. [28, Section 5].
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Lemma 7.4. Let X be a C˚-correspondence over a C˚-algebra A and let J be an
ideal in JX . We have the following properties:

(i) If a P KpXbnJq, then ab 1X P KpXbn`1q and ψpnqpaq “ ψpn`1qpab 1Xq.
(ii) Kn XKn`1 “ KJ

n for every n P N;
(iii) the sum

řn
k“iKk is an ideal in Fn for every 0 ď i ď n.

Proof. (i). It follows, for instance, from [30, Proposition 3.22].
(ii). This is [28, Proposition 5.9].
(iii). It follows from [28, Lemma 5.4]. �

For every n ě 0, the ˚-homomorphism ψpnq : KpXbnq Ñ C˚pψq is injective. There-
fore, ψpnq induces ˚-isomorphisms KpXbnq – Kn and KpXbnJq – KJ

n, and homeo-
morphisms {KpXbnq – xKn and {KpXbnJq – xKJ

n. We will identify these topological
spaces via these homeomorphisms.

Lemma 7.5. Given π P IrrpFnq with πpKJ
nq ‰ 0 and any extension π̃ P IrrpFn`1q

of π, we have π̃pKn`1q ‰ 0. Moreover, the following diagram of multivalued maps
commutes

xKJ
n

zψpnq –
��

zKn`1
pιoo

{ψpn`1q–
��

{KpXbnJq {KpXbn`1q,
zb1Xoo

where ι : KJ
n Ñ Kn`1 is the inclusion, b1X : KpXbnJq ÝÑ KpXbn`1q is an embedding

by Lemma 2.3, and xKJ
n Ď

xFn and zKn`1 Ď zFn`1 are open subsets.

Proof. By Lemma 7.4 (i), the following diagram commutes

KJ
n

ι // Kn`1

KpXbnJq

ψpnq –

OO

b1X // KpXbn`1q.

ψpn`1q–

OO

By Lemma 7.4 (iii), Kn is an ideal in Fn. Since KJ
n is an ideal in Kn, also KJ

n is an
ideal in Fn. In particular, xKJ

n Ď
xFn and zKn`1 Ď zFn`1 are open subsets. This readily

implies the assertion. �

Lemma 7.6. Given π P IrrpFnq such that πpKJ
nq “ 0, there exists π̃ P IrrpFn`1q that

extends π such that π̃pKn`1q “ 0.

Proof. Since πpKJ
nq “ 0, there is an irreducible representation π : Fn{KJ

n Ñ BpHπq

such that πpx ` Fnq “ πpxq for x P Fn. Let q : Fn`1 Ñ Fn`1{Kn`1 be the quotient
map, and let Φ : Fn`1{Kn`1 Ñ Fn{pFnXKn`1q be the canonical isomorphism. By [28,
Proposition 5.12], Fn XKn`1 “ KJ

n, so π̃ :“ π ˝ Φ ˝ q is an irreducible representation
of Fn`1 that extends π. Moreover, π̃pKn`1q “ 0. �

The following proposition is the main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 7.3.
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Proposition 7.7. Retain the assumptions of Theorem 7.3. Let n ą 0 and m ą 0.
For each a P Fn and each ε ą 0 there exist a representation ν : C˚pψq Ñ BpHνq and
contractions Q1, Q2 P BpHνq, such that

1) }Q1νpaqQ2} ě }a} ´ ε,
2) Q1νpψkpX

bkqFnqQ2 “ 0 and Q1νpFnψkpX
bkq˚qQ2 “ 0 for k “ 1, 2, . . . ,m.

Proof. Let ε ą 0 and a P Fn, then the functional xFn Ñ C defined by rπs Ñ }πpaq} is
lower semicontinuous, and attains its upper bound equal to }a} (see for instance [53,
App. A]). Accordingly, there exists a non-empty open set U Ď xFn such that

}πpaq} ą }a} ´ ε for every rπs P U.

Let us consider the following two cases.
Case 1). Assume that there exists an irreducible representation π : Fn Ñ BpHπq

with rπs P U , for which there exists an extension πN P IrrpFn`Nq, for some N ě 0,
such that rπN s belongs to {Fn`Nz{Kn`N (i.e. πNpKn`Nq “ 0). Let i be the maximal
number with 0 ď i ď n ` N such that πNpKiq ‰ 0. Thus, πNp

řn`N
k“i`1 Kkq “ 0,

and hence rπN s P xKiz
{

řn`N
k“i`1 Kk. In particular, πN : Fn`N Ñ BpHπN q restricts to an

irreducible representation of Ki, and hence πNpKiqHπN “ HπN .
Now given any extension ν : C˚pψq Ñ BpHνq of πN , ψ̄ :“ pν ˝ ψ0, ν ˝ ψ1q is a

representation of X on Hν .
Let QπN : Hν Ñ HπN be the orthogonal projection onto HπN , and for each j ą 0,

let Pj : Hν Ñ νpKjqHν be the orthogonal projection on νpKjqHν . Observe that
νpKjqHν “ νpψjpXbjqqHν (cf. Lemma 2.2). Because ν is an extension of πN we have
that HπN “ πNpKiqHπN Ď νpKiqHν , so QπN ď Pi. Moreover, since πN vanishes on
the ideal

řn`N
k“i`1 Kk, it follows that QπNPi`1 “ Pi`1QπN “ 0. Hence

(8) QπN ď pPi ´ Pi`1q.

It follows from Equation (2) in Lemma 2.2 that νpψkpXbkqqPj “ Pk`jνpψkpX
bkqqPj

for every j, k ě 0. Therefore, for k ą 0 we get

pPi ´ Pi`1qνpψkpX
bk
qqpPi ´ Pi`1q “ 0,

and hence by (8) it follows that QπNνpψkpX
bkqqQπN “ 0. Let Qπ P BpHνq be the

projection onto Hπ. Since Qπ ď QπN we get QπνpψkpX
bkqqQπ “ 0 for every k ą 0.

In particular, putting Q1 “ Q2 “ Qπ P νpFnq
1, we get }Q1νpaqQ2} “ }πpaq} ě }a}´ε,

and
Q1νpψkpX

bk
qFnqQ2 “ QπνpψkpX

bk
qqQ2νpFnq “ 0,

and similarly Q1νpFnψkpX
bkq˚qQ2 “ 0, for every k ą 0, as desired.

Case 2). Assume that for every π P IrrpFnq with rπs P U , every k ě 0 and
every irreducible extension πk : Fn`k Ñ BpHkq of π we have πkpKn`kq ‰ 0. It
follows from Lemma 7.6 that given any π P IrrpFnq with rπs P U and every extension
πk P IrrpFn`kq, k ě 0, of π we have πkpKJ

n`kq ‰ 0 that is rπks P zKJ
n`k. In particular,

U Ď xKJ
n.

Claim 1. There are ξ, η P Xbn with }ξ} “ }η} “ 1 and }ψnpξq˚aψnpηq} ą }a}´ε{2.
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Proof of Claim 1. Since Kn is an ideal in Fn, a acts on Kn as a multiplier, say
mpaq. The inclusion U Ď xKn implies that }mpaq} “ }a}. Indeed, we may identify
multipliers of Kn with operators acting on the space of atomic representation of Kn,
and then there is rπs P U such that }a} “ }πpaq} ď }mpaq}. Moreover, the algebra of
multipliers of Kn is isomorphic to LpXbnq, with the isomorphism Ψ :“ ψpnq

´1
where

ψpnq is the unique extension of the isomorphism ψpnq : KpXbnq Ñ Kn. This implies
that

}a} “ }Ψpmpaqq} “ supt}xξ,ΨpmpaqqηyA} : ξ, η P Xbn, }ξ} “ }η} “ 1u

“ supt}ψnpξq
˚ψnpΨpmpaqqηq} : ξ, η P Xbn, }ξ} “ }η} “ 1u

“ supt}ψnpξq
˚aψnpηq} : ξ, η P Xbn, }ξ} “ }η} “ 1u.

˝

Let ξ, η P Xbn be as in Claim 1 and put g :“ ψnpξq
˚aψnpηq. It follows that to

prove the assertion it suffices to show the corresponding assertion for g P ψ0pAq “ F0

instead of a P Fn. In fact we will find ν : C˚pψq Ñ BpHνq and a projection Q P BpHνq,
such that

}QνpgqQ} ě }g} ´ ε{2, QνpψkpX
bk
qqQ “ 0 for k “ 1, 2, . . . ,m.

Then Q1 :“ Qνpψnpξqq
˚ and Q2 :“ νpψnpηqqQ will fulfill the desired conditions for

a P Fn.
Accordingly, we let V :“ trπs P pA : }πpψ´1

0 pgqq} ą }g} ´ ε{2u. This is an open
nonempty subset of pA. Case 1) for g (instead of a) gives the assertion. Thus we may
assume that we are in Case 2. Namely, we assume that for every π P Irrpψ0pAqq with
rπ ˝ ψ0s P V and every irreducible extension πk : Fk Ñ BpHkq, k ě 0, of π we have
rπks P

xKJ
k . In particular, V Ď pJ .

In the following claim and below we treat the multivalued map pA and its restriction
to zJXJ as directed graphs (with no multiple edges).
Claim 2. For every sequence π0 ď π1 ď . . . ď πl where πk P IrrpFkq, l ą 0, and

rπ0 ˝ψ0s P V there is a path prv0, v1s,. . .,rvl´1, vlsq in pX (treated as a graph) such that

(9) rπk ˝ ψ
pkq
s “ rXbk -Indsprvksq, for all k “ 0, ..., l.

Moreover, for every path prv0, v1s,. . .,rvl´1, vlsq in pX with v0 P V there is a sequence
π0 :“ v0 ˝ ψ

´1
0 ď π1 ď . . . ď πl where πk P IrrpFkq and (9) holds. In particular,

prv0, v1s,. . .,rvl´1, vlsq, is necessarily a path in zJXJ , i.e. rvks P pJ for every k “ 0, ..., l.

Proof of Claim 2. Let π0 ď π1 ď . . . ď πl where πk P IrrpFkq, l ą 0, and
rπ0 ˝ ψ0s P V . By our assumption we have rπks P xKJ

k , for k “ 0, ..., l. By Lemma 7.5,
putting σk :“ πk ˝ ψ

pkq we get rσks P {KpXbkJq, for k “ 0, ..., l, and rσks Pzb1Xrσk`1s

for k “ 0, ..., l ´ 1. Hence by Proposition 4.8 there is a path prv0, v1s,. . .,rvl´1, vlsq in
pX such that rσks “ rXbk -Indsprvksq, for k “ 0, ..., l, so (9) is satisfied. In particular,
cf. Proposition 4.8, we have rvks P {xXbkJ,XbkJyA Ď

pJ for every k “ 0, ..., l.
Conversely, let prv0, v1s,. . ., rvl´1, vlsq be a path in pX with v0 P V . We put σ0 “ v0.

Since v0 P pJ , Proposition 4.8 implies that there is σ1 P IrrLpXq such that rσ1s P
{KpXq
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and σ0 is equivalent to a subrepresentation of σ1˝φX . Hence by Lemma 7.5, there is an
extension of π0 :“ v0 ˝ψ

´1
0 P IrrpF0q “ Irrpψ0pAqq to π1 P IrrpF1q. Since v0 P V we get

rπ1s P
xKJ

1 by our standing assumption. In particular, rπ1 ˝ ψ
p1qs “ rX -Indsprv1sq and

hence v1 P pJ . Thus we may apply the same argument to v1 instead of v0. Repeating
this argument inductively, we get the desired sequence π0 ď π1 ď . . . ď πl. ˝

Subcase 2a). Suppose that A1) in Theorem 7.3 holds. By Claim 2 every v P V
is an end of an infinite path in zJXJ . Since pX is weakly topologically aperiodic on
pJ , there is a path prv0, v1s, . . . rvm´1, vmsq such that rv0s P V and rv0s ‰ rvks for
k “ 1, . . . ,m. Let π0 ď π1 ď . . . ď πm, πk P IrrpFkq, be the corresponding sequence
satisfying (9) as described in Claim 2. Let ν : C˚pψq Ñ BpHνq be any extension of
πm. Let k “ 1, . . . ,m. We denote by Pk : Hν Ñ Hk the orthogonal projection onto
the space

Hk :“ ν
`

ψkpX
bk
q
˚
˘

Hπk .

By Lemma 2.7 the formula νkpbq “ νpψ0pbqq|Hk , b P A, defines a representation
νk : AÑ BpHkq and either Hk “ t0u or νk P IrrpAq and then

rνks “ rX
bk -Inds´1

prπk ˝ ψ
pkq
sq “ rXbk -Inds´1

rXbk -Inds -Indsprvksq “ rvks.

In particular, for every k “ 1, ...,m, Pk P νpAq1 and either νk “ 0 or rνks “ rvks ‰
rv0s “ rν0s. Since two inequivalent irreducible subrepresentations are disjoint, they
act on orthogonal subspaces. Hence, we get

(10) P0Pk “ PkP0 “ 0, k “ 1, ...,m.

Moreover, since Hπk “ ψpkqpKpXbkqqHπ0 and ψkpX
bkq˚ψpkqpKpXbkqq “ ψkpX

bkq˚,
for each k “ 1, ...,m we have

Hk “ νpψkpX
bk
q
˚
qHπ0 .

Combining this with (10), we get P0νpψkpX
bkq˚qP0 “ 0. Moreover, we have }P0νpgqP0} “

}ν0pgq} “ }v0pψ
´1
0 pgqq} ě }g} ´ ε{2. Thus putting Q :“ P0 we get the assertion.

Subcase 2b). Suppose that A2) of Theorem 7.3 holds. By Claim 2, every
v P V is an end of an infinite path in the graph EY dual to the C˚-correspondence
Y “ JXJ over J . By strong topological freeness there is a path pel, ..., e1q P

r´lpV q in EY with l ą m such that ek ‰ e1 for every k “ 2, ..., l. In particular,
prrpelq, spelqs,. . .,rrpe1q, spe1qsq is a path in pY . Let π :“ spe1q ˝ ψ

´1
0 be the irreducible

representation of F0 “ ψ0pAq and extend it (in an arbitrary way) to a representa-
tion ν : C˚pψq Ñ BpHνq. Let Pπ P νpF0q be the projection onto Hπ Ď Hν . Let
Q : E1

Y Ñ KpXq2 be the mapping as in Proposition 5.4. Let ν2 : C˚pψq2 Ñ BpHνq

be the weakly continuous extension of ν. Using inductively Lemma 5.5(i) we get that
the space

HQ :“ ν2pψ21pQelXq...ψ
2
1pQe2Xqψ

2
1pQe1XqqHπ

is irreducible for νpF0q and the equivalence class of the corresponding representation
of F0 is rpelq P V . Accordingly, if we let Q to be the projection onto HQ, then
}νpgqQ} ě }g} ´ ε{2. By Lemma 5.5(iv) we have

νpψkpX
bk
qqHQKHQ for k “ 1, ..., l ´ 1.
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Hence QνpψkpXbkqqQ “ 0 for k “ 1, ...,m ď l ´ 1. �

Proof of Theorem 7.3. By Lemma 6.2 it suffices to prove that there is a conditional
expectation E from C˚pψq onto F8 which sends elements from ψmpX

bmqFn, n ě 0,
m ě 1, to zero. To this end, it suffices to show that for every element of the form

b “
m
ÿ

k“1

a˚´k ` a0 `

m
ÿ

k“1

ak

where a˘k P ψkpXbkqFn, k “ 1, ...,m, the following inequality holds }a0} ď }b}. This
follows immediately from Proposition 7.7. �

8. Conditions necessary for uniqueness property

Let X be a C˚-correspondence over A and let J be an ideal of JX . In this section
we prove the converse to Theorem 7.3 in case A2). Moreover, we extend it using a
fairly algebraic property called acyclicity whose definition is inspired by the condition
introduced in [6, Definition 4.1]. This property could also be considered a version
of pure outerness for C˚-correspondences, cf. [38, Definition 4.3] and [54, Definition
3.7].

Definition 8.1. Let X be a C˚-correspondence over A and I a positively X-invariant
ideal of A. We say X is cyclic with respect to I if there exists n P N such that pIXqbn
is isomorphic to the trivial C˚-correspondence I, i.e. there exists a bijective map
Ψ : pIXqbn Ñ I such that aΨpxqb “ ΨpφXpaqxbq and Ψpxx, yyIq “ Ψpxq˚Ψpyq for
every x, y P pIXqbn and a, b P I (then Ψ is necessarily isometric). In this case we say
that IX has period n. Given an ideal J of JX we say that X is J-acyclic if there are
no non-zero ideals I in J such that X is cyclic with respect to I.

Remark 8.2. It follows readily from the definition that if X is a cyclic with respect
to I, then I Ď pkerφXq

K, IX “ IXI and xIX, IXy “ I.

The aim of the present section is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 8.3. Let X be a C˚-correspondence over a C˚-algebra A, and let J be an
ideal of JX . Consider the following conditions:

(1) the pair pX, Jq has the uniqueness property;
(2) X is J-acyclic.

Then (1)ñ(2). If in addition XpJq is liminal, then (1)ô(2)ô(3) where
(3) X is topologically free on J .

We start with facts leading to the proof of the implication (1)ñ(2).

Lemma 8.4. Suppose that X is cyclic with respect to a positively invariant ideal I of
JX . Then the C˚-correspondence IX is an equivalence Hilbert bimodule.

Proof. Suppose that IX has period n. By Remark 8.2, xIX, IXy “ I, i.e. X is full on
the right, and also we have I Ď pkerφXq

K. The latter implies that the homomorphism
φIX “ φX |IX : I Ñ KpIXq “ φXpIqKpXqφXpIq is injective. Thus it suffices to show
that φIX : I Ñ KpIXq is surjective, cf. [25, 3.3] or [30, Proposition 1.11]. To this
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end, let us consider a universal representation pj0, j1q of pI, IXq into OpI, IXq. Since
I Ď JIX , this representation is injective. Note that we have

I “ ta P I : j0paq “ jp1qpφIXpaqqu “ ta P I : j0paq P j
p1q
pKpIXqqu,

cf. [29, Corollary 11.7] or [30, Theorem 9.1]. Moreover, for the associated representa-
tion jpnq : KppIXqbnq Ñ OpI, IXq we also have

I “ ta P I : j0paq “ jpnqpφpIXqbnpaqqu “ ta P A : j0paq P j
pnq
pKppIXqbnqqu,

see [39, Lemma 3.6.]. Since pIXqbn – I is an equivalence bimodule, φpIXqbn : I Ñ
KppIXqbnq is bijective and we conclude that

j0pIq “ jpnqpKppIXqbnqq.
Multiplying this equality by jnppIXqbnq˚ from left and by jnppIXqbnq from right, and
using positive invariance of I we get

j0pIq “ jp1qpKpIXqq.
Hence, for every T P KpIXq there is a P I such that jp1qpφIXpaqq “ jp1qpT q. Since jp1q
is injective, this implies that φIXpaqq “ T . Thus, φIX is surjective. �

Lemma 8.5. Suppose X is a periodic equivalence bimodule over A, i.e. there is n ą 0
such that Xbn – A. Then the pair pA,Xq does not have the uniqueness property.

Proof. We may identify the algebra OpA,Xq with the crossed product A ¸X Z in-
troduced in [1], cf. [25, Proposition 3.7]. We need to show that A does not detect
ideals in A ¸X Z. Using Takai duality we may reduce our considerations to a clas-
sical crossed product by Z. Indeed, there is an automorphism α : B Ñ B and an
equivalence A-B bimodule M such that X –M b Bα bM

˚ where Bα is the Hilbert
bimodule associated to α, and A does not detect ideals in A¸X Z if B does not detect
ideals in B ¸α Z. However, we have natural isomorphisms

Bαn – Bbnα – pM˚
bX bMqbn – pM˚

bXbn
bMq –M˚

bM – B.

This implies that αn “ id. Using this one readily constructs a covariant representation
pπ, Uq of pB,αq with π injective U such that Un “ 1. Then the kernel of π¸α U does
not intersect B and contains differences b´bun, b P B, where u is the universal unitary
in MpB ¸α Zq. �

Corollary 8.6. If a pair pX, Jq has the uniqueness property, then X is J-acyclic.

Proof. Assume that X is cyclic with respect to a positively invariant ideal I Ď J .
Then by Lemmas 8.4 and 8.5, the pair pI, IXq does not have the uniqueness property.
Hence pX, Jq does not have the uniqueness property by Proposition 6.4. �

Now we turn to the proof of implication (2)ñ(3) in Theorem 8.3.

Lemma 8.7. Let X and Y be two C˚-correspondences over A and B respectively.
Suppose that X „M Y are Morita equivalent.

(i) The dual homeomorphism xM : pB Ñ pA intertwines the dual multivalued maps
pX and pY .
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(ii) If A is of Type I, then B is of Type I, and the homeomorphism xM : pB Ñ pA
establishes isomorphism between the dual graphs EX and EY , i.e. mY

rπs,rρs “

mX
xMrπs,xMrρs

for all rπs, rρs P pB.

Proof. We will only show (ii). The reader will easily modify the prove to get (i).
Suppose that A is of Type I. Then B is of Type I because it is Morita equivalent
to A, cf. [22]. Let rπs, rρs P pB. Recall that mY

rπs,rρs is the largest cardinal such that
there are mutually orthogonal representations πi, i P I, |I| “ mY

rπs,rρs, with rπ
is “ rπs

and ‘iPIπi ď Y -Indpρq. Since tensor product of C˚-correspondences preservers direct
sums, cf. [53, Proposition 2.69], we get thatM -Indpπiq, i P I, are mutually orthogonal
subrepresentations of M b Y -Indpρq with xMprπisq “ rM -Indpπiqs “ rM -Indpπqs “
xMprπsq for i P I. Since M b Y – X bM we have M b Y -Indpρq – X bM -Indpρq.
This implies that mY

rπs,rρs ď mX
xMprπsq,xMprρsq

. By symmetry and the Cantor-Bernstein
Theorem we get mY

rπs,rρs “ mX
xMprπsq,xMprρsq

. �

Lemma 8.8. Let A and B be commutative C˚-algebras, and let X be a non-degenerate
C˚-correspondence from A to B, that is AX “ X. Suppose that the dual graph
EX “ pE

1
X , r, sq from pB to pA is a “bijection”, i.e. both r : E1

X Ñ
pA and s : E1

X Ñ
pB

are bijections. Then X is an equivalence bimodule (and A is isomorphic to B).

Proof. By assumption we have pB “ {xX,XyB. Hence B “ xX,XyB, i.e. X is full on
the right. Thus it suffices to show that the left action homomorphism φX : AÑ LpXq
is in fact an isomorphism φX : A Ñ KpXq, cf. [25, 3.3] or [30, Proposition 1.11]. By
Lemma 4.1, {kerφX Ď pAzrpE1

Xq, but by assumption rpE1
Xq “

pA. Hence φX is injective.
Since X establishes a Morita equivalence between KpXq and B we see that (up to

unitary equivalence) every representation π of KpXq is of the form π “ X -Indpσq

for some rσs P pB. Due to our assumptions, A acts on the Hilbert space X bσ
Hσ in a non-degenerate way and this representation contains exactly one irreducible
subrepresentation. Since A is commutative, this implies that X bσ Hσ is in fact one-
dimensional. Hence KpXq is commutative (as all of its irreducible representations are
one-dimensional). In fact we may identify KpXq with C0p pBq and A with C0p pAq. Then
the left action of A on X becomes an injective homomorphism

φX : C0p pAq ÑMpC0p pBqq “ Cpβp pBqq

where βp pBq is the Stone-Cech compactification of pB. We need to show that φXpC0p pAqq “

C0p pBq. If we assume that b P φXpC0p pAqqzC0p pBq then there is t0 P βp pBq such that
bpt0q ‰ 0 and b|φXpC0p pAqq

” 0. Such t0 yields an irreducible representation of C0p pAq

which contradicts surjectivity of r : E1
X Ñ

pA. Hence φXpC0p pAqq Ď C0p pBq. Since two
different points t1, t2 in pB, yield two different points X -Indpt1q and X -Indpt2q in pA,
we see that φXpC0p pAqq separates the points pB. Hence φXpC0p pAqq “ C0p pBq by the
Stone-Weierstrass Theorem. �
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Proposition 8.9. Let X be a C˚-correspondence over a C˚-algebra A, and let J be
an ideal of JX . Suppose that XpJq is liminal and X is not topologically free on J .
Then X is not J-acyclic.

Proof. Let EY be the graph dual to the C˚-correspondence Y “ JXJ over J . Since
X is not topologically free on J , it follows that there exists an ideal F0 in J and
m P N such that every point in pF0 is a base point of a cycle in EY of length m

without entrances in EY , and pX´np pF0q Ď pJ for every n P N. Since XpF0q Ď XpJq
is liminal and F0 Ď J Ď JpXq, we may apply Lemma 4.4(ii) to F0. Thus we get
pX´1p pF0q “

{XpF0q, and hence F1 :“ XpF0q is an ideal in J . Applying this argument
inductively we conclude that the ideals Fi :“ X ipF0q, i P N, are contained in J and
pX´ip pF0q “

{X ipF0q for i P N. In fact, since pF0 consists of base points of length m

cycles without entrances, we have pX´mp pF0q “ pF0, and hence Fipmod mq “ XpFi´1q for
i “ 1, ...,m. In particular, the ideal I :“ F0 ` F1 ` ... ` Fm´1 is contained in J and
XpIq “ I, so I is positively invariant. The set

pI “
m´1
ď

i“0

pFi “
m´1
ď

i“0

pX´i
p pF0q

consists of all base points of cycles attached to points in pF0. Since the cycle of length
m in EY attached to each point in pI is unique, we get that both r : EIX Ñ pI and
s : EIX Ñ pI are bijections (the graph EIX dual to IX “ IXI may be treated as the
restriction of EY to pI). We wish to apply Lemma 8.8 to the C˚-correspondence IX.
To this end, we claim that by taking a smaller ideal than F0, we may assume that
IX is Morita equivalent to a Hilbert bimodule αY associated to an automorphism on
a commutative C˚-algebra.

Indeed, since A contains an essential ideal of Type I0, cf. [50, Theorem 6.2.11],
we may assume by passing to a smaller ideal that F0 is Morita equivalent to a com-
mutative C˚-algebra, cf. [21, Theorem 3.3]. For the inductive step, assume that
F0`F1` ...`Fk´1 is Morita equivalent to a commutative C˚-algebra for some k ă m.

1) If Fi0 XFk ‰ t0u for some i0 “ 0, ..., k´ 1, then we may put F 1i :“ X i`m´kpFi0 X
Fkq, for i “ 0, ..., k. Then 0 ‰ F 1i ŸX ipXm´kpFkqq “ X ipF0q “ Fi for i “ 0, ..., k ´ 1
and F 1k “ XmpFi0XFkq “ Fi0XFkŸFi0 . Hence F 10`F 11` ...`F 1kŸF0`F1` ...`Fk´1

is Morita equivalent to a commutative C˚-algebra.
2) Assume that FiXFk “ t0u for all i0 “ 0, ..., k´1. Take any non-zero ideal F 1k in Fk

which is Morita equivalent to a commutative C˚-algebra. Then F0`F1`...`Fk´1`F
1
k

is Morita equivalent to a commutative C˚-algebra (as a direct sum of algebras with
this property). Moreover, putting F 1i :“ X i`m´kpF 1kq Ď Fi for i “ 0, ..., k ´ 1. We get
that F 10`F 11` ...`F 1kŸF0`F1` ...`Fk´1`F

1
k is Morita equivalent to a commutative

C˚-algebra, and F 1i “ X ipF 10q, i “ 0, ..., k.
This, by induction, proves our claim. Thus we assume that I is Morita equivalent

to a commutative algebra.
Let M be an equivalence bimodule establishing Morita equivalence from a com-

mutative C˚-algebra C0pV q to the ideal I. Then Y :“ M bI IX bI M
˚ is a C˚-

correspondence over C0pV q which is Morita equivalent to IX. The graphs dual to
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Y and IX are equivalent, by Lemma 8.7. Thus Y is an equivalence bimodule by
Lemma 8.8. The structure of an equivalence bimodule over C0pV q is well known.
Namely, there is a homeomorphism θ : V Ñ V induced by Y (it is equal to r ˝ s´1

where pEY , r, sq is a graph dual to Y ). There is a line bundle L over V such that
Y is isomorphic to the space of sections of L, with C0pV q acting by pointwise mul-
tiplication on the right and by pointwise multiplication composed with θ˚ on the
left. In our case we also have that θm “ id. Since every line bundle is locally triv-
ial, using the same inductive argument as in the proof of the claim above, we may
find a non-empty open set U Ď V such that θpUq “ U and the restricted Hilbert
bimodule C0pUqY “ C0pUqY C0pUq is isomorphic to the canonical equivalence bi-
module associated to the homeomorphism θ : U Ñ U . Then it is straightforward
to see that pC0pUqY q

bm – C0pUq. Since C0pUq is positively Y -invariant, the ideal
I 1 :“MpC0pUqq is positively X-invariant ideal in I:

I 1X “ I 1IX – I 1pM˚
b Y bMq “M˚

b C0pUqY bM

“M˚
b C0pUqY C0pUq bM Ď pM˚

b Y bMqI 1 Ď XI 1.

Moreover, using that pC0pUqY q
bm – C0pUq we get

pI 1Xqbm “ pM˚
b C0pUqY bMq

bm
–M˚

b pC0pUqY q
bm
bM

–M˚
b C0pUq bM – I 1.

Thus, X is cyclic with respect to I 1. �

Theorem 8.3 follows from Corollary 8.6, Proposition 8.9 and Theorem 7.3.

9. Applications and examples

9.1. Toeplitz algebras. LetX be a C˚-correspondence over a C˚-algebraA. Toeplitz
algebra of X, denoted by TX , is the C˚-algebra generated by the universal represen-
tation of X. In other words, it is the relative Cuntz–Pimsner algebra relative the zero
ideal , that is TX “ Opt0u, Xq. Fowler and Raeburn showed in [18, Theorem 2.1]
that if pψ0, ψ1q is a representation of X on Hilbert space H that satisfies the following
geometric condition:

(11) ψ0 acts faithfully on pψ1pXqHq
K,

then C˚pψq – TX with the isomorphism given by ψ0 ¸0 ψ1. This result was later
generalized to product systems and more general structures, see [19], [35], [36]. One
of the reasons for further development is that condition (11) when applied directly
to a C˚-correspondence, whose left action is not by compacts, is too strong - it is
not equivalent to faithfulness of ψ0¸0 ψ1. For instance, one can not deduce from [18,
Theorem 2.1] simplicity of the Cuntz algebra O8 viewed as the Toeplitz algebra TX
associated to an infinite dimensional Hilbert space X.

Our uniqueness theorem shows that the following weaker, algebraic condition:

(12) @aPA ψ0paq P ψ
p1q
pKpXqq ùñ a “ 0;

is in fact equivalent to faithfulness of ψ0 ¸0 ψ1:
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Theorem 9.1 (Uniqueness theorem for Toeplitz algebras). Let X be an arbitrary C˚-
correspondence over a C˚-algebra A and let pψ0, ψ1q be a representation of X. We have
C˚pψq – TX , with the isomorphism determined by ψ0paq ÞÑ jApaq and ψ1pxq ÞÑ jXpxq,
if and only if pψ0, ψ1q satisfies (12).

Proof. Clearly, pψ0, ψ1q satisfies (12) if and only if ψ0 is injective and (6) holds with
J “ t0u. Moreover, the assumptions of Theorem 7.3 with J “ t0u are trivially
satisfied. �

The above result supports the conjecture discussed below [36, Theorem 2.19].

9.2. Simple Cuntz–Pimsner algebras. Let X be a C˚-correspondence over a C˚-
algebra A. We present here a number of simplicity criteria for OX . We start by noting
that a relative Cuntz–Pimsner algebra is not simple unless it is the unrelative Cuntz–
Pimsner algebra OX . Moreover, the class of C˚-correspondences that yield simple
OX divides into two subclasses where either the left action of A on X is injective, or
X is quasi-nilpotent, i.e. limnÑ8 }φXbnpaq} “ 0 for every a P A. We say that X is
minimal if there are no non-trivial X-invariant ideals in A.

Lemma 9.2. Suppose that J Ď JX and OpJ,Xq is simple. Then necessarily J “ JX ;
X is minimal; and either φX is injective, or X is quasi-nilpotent and JpXq “ A.

Moreover, OX is simple if and only if X is minimal and has the uniqueness property.

Proof. As pt0u, Jq and pt0u, pkerφXq
Kq are always T -pairs of X, we see by [29, The-

orem 11.9] that OpJ,Xq is not simple unless J “ JX . Similarly, OX is not simple
unless there are no X-invariant ideals in A (for any such ideal I the pair pI, I ` JXq
is a T -pair). Suppose now that φX is not injective. Then I0 “ kerφX is a non-zero
X-invariant ideal in A. We define I1 “ I0`JX XX

´1pI0q and In :“ In´1`X
´1pIn´1q

for n ě 1. Then I8 :“ limnÑ8 In is X-invariant ideal by [29, Lemma 4.15 and Propo-
sition 4.16]. Thus I8 “ A by minimality of A. For every a P In, n P N, we have
a P JpXq and }φXbnpaq} “ 0. This implies that X is quasi-nilpotent and JpXq “ A.

Suppose that X is minimal. Then the only T -pairs pI, I 1q for X with JX Ď I 1 are
p0, JXq and pA,Aq. Hence OX contains no non-trivial gauge invariant ideals. Thus,
cf. Lemma 6.2(v), OX is simple if and only if X has the uniqueness property. �

Corollary 9.3. If the dual multivalued map pX is weakly topologically aperiodic and
X is minimal, then OX is simple.

Proof. Combine Theorem 7.3 and the second part of Lemma 9.2. �

When X is a Hilbert A-bimodule, then pX is a partial homeomorphism. Thus in this
case, it follows from [38, Theorem 9.12] that the implication in Corollary 9.3 is in fact
an equivalence (at least when A contains an essential ideal which is separable or of
Type I). Moreover, for any quasi-nilpotent C˚-correspondence X the dual map pX has
no “periodic points”. Indeed, if there is rπs P pA and n ą 0 such that Xbn -Indpπq – π,
then for any a P A with }πpaq} ě 1 and any m P N we get that }φXbmnpaq} ě
}Xbmn -Indpπqpaq} “ }πpaq} ě 1. Thus when the left action on X is not injective we
have the following characterization of simplicity of OX in terms of aperiodicity of pX:
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Proposition 9.4. Let A be a C˚-algebra and X a Hilbert A-bimodule. Suppose that
the left action of A on X is not injective. The following statements are equivalent:

(1) OX is simple;
(2) X is minimal and quasi-nilpotent;
(3) X is minimal and the dual multivalued map pX is topologically aperiodic.

Proof. We have (1)ñ(2) by Lemma 9.2, and (2)ñ(3) is clear by the discussion above.
Implication (3)ñ(1) follows from Corollary 9.3. �

When the left action is injective we can use the main result of [54] to get the
following characterization of simplicity in terms of acyclicity.

Proposition 9.5. Let X be a C˚-correspondence over a unital C˚-algebra A. Suppose
also that X is full on the right and the left action of A on X is injective and AX “ X.
The following statements are equivalent:

(1) OX is simple;
(2) X is minimal and non-periodic;
(3) X is minimal and A-acyclic.

Moreover, if JpXq ‰ A, then OX is simple if and only if X is minimal.

Proof. We have (1)ô(2) by [54, Theorem 3.9]. To see that (2)ô(3) it suffices to
note that our assumptions and minimality of X imply that there are no non-trivial
positively X-invariant ideals in A. Indeed, suppose that X is minimal and I0 is a
positively X-invariant ideal in A and I0 ‰ A. Then I1 :“ X´1pIq “ ta P A :
xx, a ¨ yyA P I for all x, y P Xu contains I0 but does not contain 1. Proceeding in
this way we get an increasing sequence tInu8n“1 of ideals in A, each of which does not
contain 1. The ideal I8 “

Ť8

n“1 In is not equal to A (does not contain 1) and it is
X-invariant, cf. [29, Proposition 4.16]. Thus minimality of X implies that I8 “ t0u
and hence I0 “ t0u.

If JpXq ‰ A, then X cannot be an equivalence bimodule and all the more it cannot
be periodic. �

Finally, in the liminal case, using our main results we get:

Proposition 9.6. Let X be a C˚-correspondence over a C˚-algebra A such that
XpJXq is liminal. The following statements are equivalent:

(1) OX is simple;
(2) X is minimal and the graph dual to X is topologically free on xJX ;
(3) X is minimal and JX-acyclic.

Proof. Combine the last parts of Theorem 8.3 and Lemma 9.2. �

9.3. Topological correspondences. Let us fix a quadruple E “ pE0, E1, r, sq con-
sisting of locally compact Hausdorff spaces E0, E1 and continuous maps r, s : E1 Ñ

E0. We will refer to E as to a topological graph. We also fix a continuous family of
measures along fibers of s, i.e. a family of Radon measures λ “ tλvuvPE0 on E1 such
that
(Q1) suppλv Ď s´1pvq for all v P E0,
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(Q2) v Ñ
ş

E1 apeqdλvpeq is an element of CcpE0q for all a P CcpE1q.
In [5], the quintuple Q “ pE0, E1, r, s, λq is called a topological correspondence (from
E0 to E0). It is a mild but important generalization of a topological quiver introduced
in [44, Example 5.4] and studied in [45]. Namely, a topological quiver is a topological
correspondence where in (Q1) we have suppλv “ s´1pvq for all v P E0. We note that
if E “ pE0, E1, r, sq is a topological graph in the sense of Katsura [26], i.e. if we
additionally assume that s is a local homeomorphism, then each set s´1pvq is discrete
and we may treat E as a topological quiver equipped with the family λ “ tλvuvPE0 of
counting measures on s´1pvq, v P E0. Conversely, ifQ is a topological quiver such that
each λv is a counting measure on s´1pvq, then s is necessarily a local homeomorphism.

We define the support of the family of measures λ as the following union:

suppλ :“
ď

vPE0

suppλv.

Axiom (Q2) implies that the set map v ÞÑ suppλv is lower semicontinuous, cf. [34,
Lemma 3.28]. This together with axiom (Q1) gives that the restricted source map
s : suppλÑ E0 is open. Note that the topological correspondence Q is a topological
quiver if and only if suppλ “ E1. Moreover, the C˚-correspondence we associate to
Q depends only on the closure of suppλ in E1. Thus without loss of generality we
could assume that suppλ “ E1.

We define the C˚-correspondence XQ associated to Q as the Hausdorff completion
of the semi-inner C˚-correspondence over A “ C0pE

0q defined on CcpE1q via

pa ¨ f ¨ bq “ pa ˝ rqfpb ˝ sq and xf, gyC0pE0qpvq “

ż

s´1pvq

fgdλv,

f, g P CcpE
1q, a, b P C0pE

0q, see [5, Definition 2.5], [45, 3.1]. We define the quiver
C˚-algebra associated to Q as OXQ , cf. [45, Definition 3.17]. For every V Ď zJpXq we
define the corresponding relative quiver C˚-algebra as OpC0pV q, XQq, cf. [45, Section
7].

We wish to compare the topological graph E with the graph EQ dual to the C˚-
correspondence XQ.

Lemma 9.7. The multiplicity of a pair of vertices pw, vq P E0ˆE0 for the graph dual
EQ to XQ is the dimension of the Hilbert space L2pr´1pvq X s´1pwq, λwq:

mQ
w,v “ dimpL2

pr´1
pwq X s´1

pvq, λvqq.

Proof. We identify points of E0 with irreducible representations of C0pE
0q by putting

vpaq :“ apvq for v P E0, a P C0pE
0q. Let v P E0 and consider a representation

πv : C0pE
0q Ñ BpL2

λv
ps´1pvqqq defined by

pπvpaqfqpeq “ aprpeqqfpeq, a P C0pE
0
q, f P L2

λvps
´1
pvqq.

Then the formula
`

Upx bv λq
˘

peq :“ λxpeq, e P s´1pvq, x P XQ, λ P C, defines a
unitary establishing the equivalence XQ -Indpvq – πv, see [5, Lemma 2.3]. Plainly,
we have w ď πv if and only if L2pr´1pvq X s´1pwq, λwq is a non-zero subspace of
L2
λv
ps´1pvqq, and the multiplicity of the subrepresentation w of πv is equal to the

dimension of L2pr´1pvq X s´1pwq, λwq. This implies the assertion. �
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The above lemma implies that if E “ pE0, E1, r, sq is a topological graph in the
sense of Katsura, equipped with counting measures, then the graph dual EQ to XQ is
equivalent to E. For general topological correspondences the graph EQ is equivalent
to a proper subgraph of E.

Example 9.8. Let Q “ pE0, E1, r, s, λq be a topological correspondence such that
the graph E “ pE0, E1, r, sq has no multiple edges. It follows from Lemma 9.7 that
the graph EQ dual to XQ is a subgraph of E where E1

Q consists of edges e P E1

with λspeqpteuq ą 0. Thus for instance if we put E0 “ r0, 1s, E1 “ r0, 1s ˆ r0, 1s,
spx, yq “ x, rpx, yq “ y and let λx be the Lebesgue measure on r0, 1s, for x, y P r0, 1s.
Then pE0, E1, r, s, tλxuxPE0q is a topological quiver and the graph EQ has no edges.

Even though, as we have seen above, the graph EQ might have much fewer edges
than E, this difference does not affect topological freeness (at least for topological
quivers).

Proposition 9.9. Let Q “ pE0, E1, r, s, tλvuvPE0q be a topological quiver. The graph
E “ pE0, E1, r, sq is topologically free if and only if the graph EQ dual to XQ is
topologically free on xJX .

Proof. By [45, Proposition 3.15], we have E0
fin “

{JpXQq where

E0
fin :“ tv P E0 : there exists a neighborhood U of v such that

r´1
pUq is compact and s|r´1pUq is a local homeomorphismu.

Thus, for every w, v P E0 with w P zJpXq the measure λv restricted to the set r´1pwq
is discrete (is equivalent to a counting measure on r´1pwq X suppλv). In view of
Lemma 9.7, this implies that the number of edges from v to w in graphs EQ and E
is the same. In other words, the restricted graphs

{JpXq
EQ and

{JpXq
E are equivalent.

Moreover, we have xJX “ E0
fin X IntprpE1qq, cf. [45, Proposition 3.15].

Now, assume that EQ is not topologically free on xJX . Let V Ď xJX be an open
non-empty set consisting of base points of cycles in

yJX
pEQqyJX of length n without

entrances in EQ. Since {JpXq
EQ and

{JpXq
E are equivalent, this implies that V consists

of base points of cycles in E without entrances in E. Hence E is not topologically
free.

Conversely, assume that E is not topologically free. Let V0 Ď E0 be an open non-
empty set consisting of base points of cycles in En without entrances in E. Defining
inductively Vk “ spr´1pVk´1qq for k “ 1, ..., n´1, we see that V :“

Ťn´1
k“0 Vk is an open

set consisting of base points of cycles in pVEV q
n without entrances in E. Note that

s : s´1pV q Ñ V is a homeomorphism (a continuous open bijection). It follows that the
map h : V Ñ V given by h :“ r ˝ s´1 is continuous and bijective. Moreover, we have
hn “ id and in particular h´1 “ hn´1 is continuous. Hence h is a homeomorphism.
Since r : r´1pV q Ñ V is equal to the composition h ˝ s of homeomorphisms, this map
is a homeomorphism. Thus we see that V Ď xJX “ E0

fin X IntprpE1qq. Accordingly,
the graph EQ is not topologically free on xJX . �
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Remark 9.10. It seems very likely that the preceding proposition holds for every
topological correspondence with suppλ “ E1. The proof would require description
of the spectrum of JpXq, which in case of topological quivers is provided by [45,
Proposition 3.15].

Suppose that Q “ pE0, E1, r, s, tλvuvPE0q is a topological quiver. It is shown in
[45, Theorem 6.16 and Corollary 7.16] that topological freeness of E “ pE0, E1, r, sq

implies the uniqueness property of every pair pC0pV q, Xq with V Ď zJpXq. We extend
this result to topological correspondences. In addition we get that topological freeness
of E is not only sufficient but also necessary for the uniqueness property for pX, JXq.
For relative Cuntz–Pimsner algebras we improve upon results of [45] by showing that
a weaker form of topological freeness of E is sufficient (in fact equivalent) to the
uniqueness property for OpC0pV q, Xq with V Ď xJX . The following result generalizes
also Katsura’s uniqueness theorems [26, Theorem 5.12], [27, Theorem 6.14].

Theorem 9.11. Let Q “ pE0, E1, r, s, tλvuvPE0q be a topological correspondence and
let V Ď yJXQ be an open set. Let EQ be a subgraph of E with multiplicities given in
Lemma 9.7. Every injective representation of XQ satisfying (7) integrates to a faithful
representation of OpC0pV q, Xq if and only if EQ is topologically free on V .

Proof. Apply Theorem 8.3. �

Corollary 9.12. If Q “ pE0, E1, r, s, tλvuvPE0q is a topological quiver, then the graph
E “ pE0, E1, r, sq is topologically free if and only if every injective covariant repre-
sentation of XQ integrates to a faithful representation of the quiver C˚-algebra OXQ.

Proof. Combine Theorem 9.11 and Proposition 9.9. �

Generalization of the theory of topological quivers to topological correspondences
is important for instance in the theory of crossed products by (completely) positive
maps:

Example 9.13 (Crossed products by positive maps on C0pV q). Let P : C0pV q Ñ
C0pV q be a positive map where V is a locally compact Hausdorff space. When V is
compact and P p1q “ 1, such maps are called Markov operators in [23]. As in [34,
Lemma 3.30], we associate to V a topological correspondence where the space of edges
E1 is the closure of a relation R Ď V ˆ V defined by

pv, wq P R
def
ðñ

`

@aPC0pV q` apwq ą 0 ùñ P paqpvq ą 0
˘

.

Source and range maps are given by spv, wq :“ v, rpv, wq :“ w. The system of
measures λ “ tλvuvPE0 is determined by

P paqpvq “

ż

s´1pwq

apwqdλvpwq, v P V, a P A.

Then Q “ pV,R, r, s, tλvuvPV q is a topological correspondences and R “ suppλ.
By [34, Proposition 3.32 and Theorem 3.13], the crossed product C˚pC0pV q, P q con-
structed in [34, Definition 3.5] is naturally isomorphic to the quiver C˚-algebra OXQ .
One easily finds examples, cf. [34, Example 3.5], of Markov operators for which the
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topological correspondence Q is not the topological quiver in the sense of [45], i.e.
suppλv “ s´1pvq does not hold in general (equivalently R is not closed in V ˆ V ).
The graph E “ pV,R, r, sq has no multiple edges. Hence the graph EQ dual to XQ
arises by taking all atoms of measures λv, v P V , see Example 9.8. When P is
multiplicative then s is injective and the associated algebras are crossed products
by endomorphisms, see Example 9.21 below. When P is a transfer operator then
r is injective and the associated algebras are Exel’s crossed products, see the next
example.

Example 9.14 (Exel’s crossed products). Suppose that L : C0pV q Ñ C0pV q is a
transfer operator, that is L is positive and there exists an endomorphism α : C0pV q Ñ
C0pV q such that Lpαpaqbq “ aLpbq for all a, b P C0pV q. The Exel’s crossed product
C0pV q ¸α,L N is naturally isomorphic to the crossed product C˚pC0pV q,Lq by L, see
[34, Theorem 4.7]. Here we consider Exel’s crossed products as defined in [14] (the
crossed product originally defined in [12] coincides with the modified one in a number
of natural cases, see [34]). Hence C0pV q ¸α,L N – OXQ where Q is the topological
correspondence associated to L as in Example 9.13. Endomorphism α is given by a
composition with a continuous proper map ϕ : ∆ Ñ V defined on an open set ∆ Ď V .
For each v P V we have suppλv Ď ϕ´1pvq. Hence the graph EQ can be identified with
the graph associated to the map ϕ restricted to the set Λ :“ tx P ∆ : λϕpxqptxuq ą 0u.
By Example 3.10, we conclude that Exel’s crossed product C0pV q ¸α,L N has the
uniqueness property if and only if ϕ : Λ Ñ V is topologically aperiodic on V . This
generalizes uniqueness theorems [15, Theorem 9.1], [7, Theorem 6], [4, Theorem 6.1]
proved in the case ϕ is a local homeomorphism and Λ “ ∆ “ V .

9.4. Crossed products by endomorphisms. We start with recalling a general
definition of crossed products by endomorphisms from [33]. Such C˚-algebras are
special cases of crossed products by completely positive maps, see [34, Proposition
3.26].

Let α : A Ñ A be an endomorphism of a C˚-algebra A. A representation of an
endomorphism α in C˚-algebra B is a pair pπ, Uq where π : AÑ B is non-degenerate
homomorphism of A and U PM`pBq is a left multiplier of B such that

UπpaqU˚ “ πpαpaqq, for all a P A.

Then U is necessarily a partial isometry and U˚U P πpAq1. We call C˚pπ, Uq :“
C˚pπpAq Y UπpAqq Ď B the C˚-algebra generated by pπ, Uq. Then U PM`pC

˚pπ, Uqq
is a left multiplier of C˚pπ, Uq. If α is extendible, i.e. it extends to a strictly con-
tinuous endomorphism of the multiplier algebra MpAq, then U P MpC˚pπ, Uqq, see
[32, Remark 4.1]. Let J be an ideal in pkerαqK. We say that a representation pπ, Uq
of α is J-covariant if ta : πpaqU˚U “ πpaqu Ď J . We say that pπ, Uq is strictly
J-covariant if ta : πpaqU˚U “ πpaqu “ J . The corresponding relative crossed product
can be defined, see [33, Definition 2.7], as a C˚-algebra C˚pA,α; Jq generated by a
universal J-covariant representation pιA, uq. The representation pιA, uq is necessarily
strictly J-covariant and injective, in the sense that ιA is injective. By definition every
J-covariant representation integrates to a representation of C˚pA,α; Jq. In the case
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when J “ pkerαqK we write C˚pA,αq :“ C˚pA,α; pkerαqKq and call it the (unrelative)
crossed product of A by α.

We associate to α a C˚-correspondence Xα defined by the formulas:

Xα :“ αpAqA, xx, yyA :“ x˚y, a ¨ x ¨ b :“ αpaqxb, x, y P αpAqA, a, b P A.

Then JXα “ pkerαqK and there is a bijective correspondence between J-covariant
representations of α and of Xα, see [33, Proposition A.8]. Thus, for every ideal
J Ď pkerαqK, we have

C˚pA,α; Jq – OpJ,Xαq, C˚pA,αq – OXα .

Applying case A1) in our uniqueness theorem and results of [38] we get the following
theorem. The second part extends the known fact that topological freeness of an
automorphism on a separable C˚-algebra is equivalent to the uniqueness property, cf.
[48, Theorem 6.6], see also [49, Corollary 1], [32, Theorem 4.2].

Theorem 9.15. Let J be an ideal in pkerαqK. Consider the following conditions

(1) the multivalued map pα is weakly topologically aperiodic on pJ ;
(2) every injective strictly J-covariant representation pπ, Uq of α integrates to an

isomorphism C˚pπ, Uq – C˚pA,α; Jq.
Then (1)ñ(2). If α has a complemented kernel and a hereditary range, A contains an
essential ideal which is either separable or of Type I, and J “ pkerαqK, then (1)ô(2).

Proof. Identifying the spectra {AαpAqA and {αpAqAαpAq with open subsets of pA,
we have {AαpAqA “ {αpAqAαpAq. In particular, composing Xα -Ind : {AαpAqA Ñ

{KpXαq with the homeomorphism dual to the isomorphism KpEαq Q Θx,y ÞÑ xy˚ P

αpAqAαpAq, see [33, Lemma A.7], we get an identity on {AαpAqA. This implies that
the multivalued maps pα and xXα coincide. Hence (1)ñ(2) by Theorem 7.3.

Assume that J “ pkerαqK is complemented ideal in A and αpAq “ αpAqAαpAq is a
hereditary subalgebra of A. Then Xα is a Hilbert bimodule and pα “ xXα is a partial
homeomorphism of pA. If A contains an essential ideal which is either separable or of
Type I, then [38, Theorem 8.1] implies that (1)ô(2). �

Suppose now that K is an ideal in A and that K is liminal. We can construct a
graph on pK as follows. For any rρs P pK to rπs P pK we define the number mrπs,rρs

to be the multiplicity of subrepresentations of rρ ˝ α|K equivalent to π, where rρ is
the unique extension of ρ from K to A. We denote the corresponding graph by
EK
α “ p

pK,E1
α, r, sq.

Definition 9.16. Let J be an ideal in pkerαqK and assume that AαpJqA is liminal.
Then K :“ J ` AαpJqA is liminal (J is liminal because it is isomorphic to the
subalgebra αpJq of AαpJqA). We say that α is topologically free on J if the graph
EK
α constructed above is topologically free on pJ .

Definition 9.17. We say that an endomorphism α : A Ñ A is inner if there is an
isometry u PM`pAq Ď A2 such that αpaq “ uau˚. Otherwise we say that α is outer.
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Lemma 9.18. An endomorphism α : AÑ A is inner if and only if Xα is isomorphic
to the trivial C˚-correspondence A.

Proof. Suppose that α : AÑ A is inner and let u PM`pAq Ď A2 be an isometry such
that αpaq “ uau˚. We may treat u as the left centralizer u : A Ñ A of A, cf. [50,
3.12.3]. Then u is an isometry of the trivial Hilbert A-module A. Moreover, αpAqA “
uAu˚A Ď uA and for every a, b P A we have uab “ uau˚ub “ αpaqub P αpAqA. Hence
u : AÑ Xα “ αpAqA is a unitary, and since αpaqub “ uau˚ub “ uab, for a, b P A, we
see that u is an isomorphism of C˚-correspondences.

Conversely assume that we have an isomorphism of C˚-correspondences u : A Ñ
Xα. Since Xα “ αpAqA Ď A, we see that u is a left centralizer of A and hence we
may treat it is a left multiplier. For an approximate unit in tµλu in A and every a P A
we have a “ limλxµλ, ay “ limλxuµλ, uay “ limλ µλu

˚ua “ u˚ua. This implies that
u˚u “ 1 P M`pAq Ď A2. Furthermore, αpaq “ limλ αpaqαpµλq “ limλ u

˚uαpaqαpµλq “
limλ upau

˚αpµλqq “ uau˚. �

Theorem 9.19. Let A be a C˚-algebra and α : A Ñ A an endomorphism. Let J
be an ideal in pkerαqK such that AαpJqA is liminal. The following conditions are
equivalent:

(1) every injective strictly J-covariant representation pπ, Uq of α integrates to an
isomorphism C˚pπ, Uq – C˚pA,α; Jq;

(2) α is topologically free on J ;
(3) for every non-zero ideal I in J such that αpIq Ď I, every power pα|Iqn, n ą 0,

of α|I is outer.

Proof. Note that K :“ J ` AαpJqA is liminal (J is liminal because it is isomor-
phic to the subalgebra αpJq of AαpJqA). Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 9.15
one sees that the graph EK

α “ p pK,E1
α, r, sq is equivalent to the graph dual to the

C˚-correspondence KpXαqK . Hence α is topologically free on J if and only if Xα is
topologically free on J . Using that and Lemma 9.18, we get the assertion by Theo-
rem 8.3. �

Example 9.20 (Endomorphisms of KpHq). Let A “ KpHq be a C˚-algebra of com-
pact operators on a Hilbert space H. It is well known that every (non-zero) endo-
morphism α : A Ñ A is of the form αpaq “

řn
i“1 UiaU

˚
i where tUiuni“1 Ď BpHq are

isometries with mutually orthogonal ranges and n is a natural number called Power’s
index of α. It follows that the graph dual to α consists of one vertex and n-edges. In
particular,

α is topologically free on A ðñ Power’s index of α is greater than 1.

Thus, by Theorem 9.19, the crossed product C˚pA,αq has the uniqueness property if
and only if n ą 1. Note that the dual multivalued map pα is always an identity on the
singleton pA. Thus, it is never weakly aperiodic. If n “ 1, then the monomorphism α
has a hereditary range and in this case we could infer the lack of uniqueness property
for C˚pA,αq from the second part of Theorem 9.15.

Let us generalize the previous example.
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Example 9.21 (Endomorphisms of C0pV,KpHqq). Let V be a locally compact Haus-
dorff space and let A “ C0pV,KpHqq. Suppose that pA,αq is a C0pV q-dynamical
system in the sense of [33, Definition 3.7], i.e. α : AÑ A is an endomorphism of the
form

αpaqpxq “

#

αxpapϕpxqq, x P ∆,

0 x R ∆,

where ϕ : ∆ Ñ V is a continuous proper map defined on an open set ∆ Ď V , and
tαxuxP∆ is a continuous bundle of (non-zero) endomorphisms of KpHq. The graph
Eα “ p pA,E

1
α, r, sq dual to α can be described as follows: there is an edge from x P V

to y P V if and only if x P ∆ and y “ ϕpxq. Moreover, the multiplicity mα
ϕpxq,x, x P ∆,

is equal to Power’s index of αx. In particular, the (multivalued) map pα coincides with
ϕ. Let J “ C0pUq be an ideal in pkerαqK “ C0p∆q and put Y “ XzU . In view of
Example 3.10 we have

pα is weakly topologically aperiodic on pJ ðñ ϕ is topologically free outside Y .

Thus, in this case Theorem 9.15 recovers [33, Theorem 4.11]. In order to improve it
let Z be the set of points x P ∆ for which Power’s index of αx is 1. One readily sees
that

α is topologically free on J ðñ ϕ is topologically free outside Y Y Z.

Thus, Theorem 9.19 leads to an improvement of [33, Theorem 4.11]. If dimpHq ă 8
then Z “ H and the uniqueness property for C˚pA,α; Jq is equivalent to topolog-
ical freeness of ϕ outside Y . This generalizes [32, Proposition 4.8] proved in the
commutative case.
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